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Students Assaulted
in Locker Room7
by Liz Shackfor d
A male assailant has been arrested ,
and arrai gned in District Court , charged
in connection with an alleged; assault incident¦ involving a Colby woman , last Tues J
" . '7 . y '. ' . y '
day.
- . 7 ,v
.
According to' Dean of Students Earl
Smith , the nun entered the women 's locker
room in the f ieldhouse at approximat ely
10 a.m. Tuesday morn ing. Within about
fifteen minutes he accosted two women
and assau lted another "before being apprehended and subsequend y arrested. .
• The assaila nt was app rehended when
one of the gill' s cries^f or help were heat d
by two coaches in the building. Accor ding to Teff Gordon , the coaches "assisted
his exit From the Fieldhouse where he
was apprehended and arrested " by G ord on
and the Water ville police. Later that day
hie was arrai gned , char ged with "assault ,
terrorizing and public indecency, " and
released on bond.
Smith described the injuries , allegedly incurred in the assaul t , as ""minor. " :
He went on to say that while: there had
been previous reports of " peeping-tom
type incidents , this was the first report
of assault in the women's locker room
that he could remember ;
When asked what was being done to
prevent this type of thing from happening
again , Gordon said " steps arid measures "
were being taken , but wouldn 't specif y as
to the exart nature of the precauti ons. ' r
At present no fuU-tlifne securit y personnel
are assigned to the building, and Gordon

has noimmedia te plans to alter the situation as part pf th e' "measures being taken.
He did say, however , th at one possibilit y
might be to make increased use of the Stu
dent Marshall force ("Ni ght Crawlers ").
This program , instituted last Feb ruary,
created a force of students to act as monitors and aid ssecurity . efforts.
Established primaril y to, act as a
"fire-watch" force , Gordon suggested
their responsibilities may be expanded - ¦¦ • ¦'to include more deterr ence 'work. The ,
student marsh alls have no police power , .:
but serve primaril y to relay information
to Security.
At th e present time only thre e of
four students are partici pating, only one
of whom is a woman. Gordon said he'd
like to see another dozen join the force .
He said , "The job encompass es everyone ,
including financial-aid students and could
potent ially become full-time , ¦ summer employment;" • . ^.x .. . . . . . 7 - .
He suggested that student marshalls
could possibly be stationed in locker rooms
and restrooms to provide a deterrenc e
force. But , before that could be considered, more.Sromeh would have to be hired , :
because only th ey could staff the women 's
facilities. 7
.
.-v - p.p
• Gordon was impressed with the immediate action taken by th e coaches. He
expressed his appreciation of the "co-operation received fro m people in the . building who were not , offi cial y connected
with security, " but offered assistance.
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Sav Addresses Glass Of T9

Class speaker for J une s commencement exercises will be Sav Zcmbillas , elect:
ed by. membfets of the senior class. 7.7
• Sav, an English arid phllosbp hy major , is bes t known at Colby for his work in
the theatre. He has had major roles in pro ductions of "The Glass Menagerie ," "J esus
Chris t Supers t ar," "Othel lo,1 -^'Barefoot
in the .Parlc.'v ' rWarm Angel i'* and "The L
Seagull." In additi on/he direc ted David !
Rabes "Sticks arid Bones" and Sariiu el y ' '
" '
Bec^tt *s "Ends and Odds .'' :

Colb yX!leaii-lIp

•

In 1977, Sav wrote and appeared in
"Th e Trials and Tribulations of Rub y Slippers ,"^ soa p opera for public television.
Say is a. past , Stu-A Cultural Life '
Chair person , and , in 1976, was awarded ' •
th e Lelia M. Forster Pri ze for the most promising freshman. ;
He is also known as "Mick. " lea d sing
er of. "Mick and t he Malignant s ," Colby 's
first New Wave band. •
Sav is ver y secre tive about the topic
of his speech. '^ Wai t and see*" he said. I
am going to surprise you all."

SirMerDay ToB ^
by John Veilleux

It 's finally here - the chance we've all
been waiting for. A chance to do'.something ¦ r
about the way lour campus looks, -Not jiist y
, but for allt •
today; or for commencement
commencements to come. L \;, 'h'7 i' p-;7y7y7
¦ v
In tribute to President Robert'EiL. &¦;' *'
Strider , we hereb y declare the date of April vl
28 , 1979 StHder Day oh' the 'Cdby G6Uege:i:;
campus and dedicate our efforts to the beautification of the campus tha) ;' he hits taken-: ;¦:,
such an active part
in developing into what
it- is1 todays * y ;v; $/.'• :^yy:;yy °y y; ¦ p^A'
The oifsf activities vvill be divide(lirife 7
to two parts! One involves' the giericral plck i-<
ing up of Hitter and trash on the campus ,' ; iv ^
around the residence halls and the fraternities

special effor t will be made to clean up J ohn. :
son Pond and surroundin g areas ^
.The second part will involvc,the planting of 40:srnall flowering crdbapple trees 7 7
at vanous locations throughout the camp us.,' •
The choice of trees and their locations i were
made by Carol J ohnson , Colby 's landscape t
archi tect , with anleye for aesthetics and the kind of problems likely to be encountered' ¦:¦ .
on a college campus. Her choices were confirmed by Dr. Firmage of our Biology dept.
. ;i <¦: 77' Much ' of' the cleanup and tree planting
will be centered arouhdlfvin g units! The peovpletfri those buildings will be asked to par: ticijpate in the cleanup around their build ing 1
and in the planting of whatever trees arc designated for their area ; 77, ; 7 7.;,
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The Women 's Weekend foot race gets underway

Either Will Retire
She pro gressed to assistant professor
of physical education in 1959, to associate
profess or and director of women 's physical
education pro gram in 1965 , to her pr esent
post as coordinator of men 's and women 's
physical education since 1973. She was appointed pr ofessor in 1976.
Though Prof. Bither temporaril y left
the full-time teaching in 1941 to raise her
two sons , she continued her community
involvement as president of the Colby chapter of the American Association of University Women , as president of the Waterville area G irl Scou t s , and as part time instructor at Colby.
Prof. Bither has been in the forefront
of seeing Colby athletics for women pro gress
from offering one inter collegiate sport * skiing , in 1954 to the present 13 varsity-level
sports , compared to 14 for men.
She believes the formation of the
AIAW and passage of Title IX legislation
were key factors. "Witho ut Title IX," she
notes , "it would have taken decades to accomplish what we have. We would still be
playing without uniforms and wewould
still be completel y unrecogn ized by the media." . . . , ' . .
Speaking as coordina t or of t he ph ysical
educa tion program at Colby, Prof, Bither
says , "I think the reas ons for our success
are tha t the athletic faculty has been so
coopera t ive , that we have continua l student input , and that we have remained flexible. I firmly believe that there is some activity that is of interes
t to every single¦ ¦stu' ¦ ¦:[,
dent. "
: '¦¦ .
Many trees are also to be located around
The
educa
t
or
is
especiall
y concern- ;
the academic and administration buildin gs.- Stu
ed with teaching lifetime sports to the students in th eNew Dorms and Foss-Woodman
dent of avera ge atheltic ability. 'We should
(as well as other dorm s and-frate rnities that
have few trees to plant ) are asked to come over not lose sijj ht of the avera qc stude nt , even
though the trend is toward sports and coach
and give a hand to the faculty arid adminising, not physical educa tion and teachin g."
trators who will be out doing their part to
Prof. Bithe r has coached a variety of
beautif y the campus.
spor t s, but she is best knowrif or her wom'
- But the day's activities won 't end
en 's t ennis t eams , which have won die state
when the work is done. At noon , there
7
championship five times in the past eight
will be a picnic cookou t behind Rober t s
years und have given their coach a 69-264
Union ;'The afternoon will feature!tu g-of
record. >y, pp. - : , , - . ¦/ ¦
. -;: . ¦ .
-wars between the classes, (that 's frosh , :
Prof. Bither hasi been granted sabbatsoph., juniors and seniors-ho t the Bourical
leaves
to surve y physical education in
geois
and
Proletaria
t)
across
the
coriier
of
7
1
Grea t Britain , and to compare pro grams at
a
professional
Frlsbce
J ohnson Pond , and
¦
liberal ar ts colleges throughout tlie U.S.
demons tration ,
\
Marjorie D. Bither , a leader in the
movement to j»ain parit y f or w omen's sports ,
is retiring at the conclusion of the academic
year after 27 years of teaching at Colb y.
• The profess or of physical education
helped found the Maine Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women , whi ch
has been the coordinating body for women 's
sports since 1967. Prof. Bither was chairman of MAIAW' S steering committee and
served as its first president.
Her leadershi p placed Colby among
charter members of the Association of Intercolleg iate Athletics for Women. The nattion al organization has grown to indude
more than 9O0 colleges and universi ties.
From 1968 to 1970, she served as
Eresiden t of the Mai ne Association for
lealth, Physical Education and Recrea tion , which present ed her an award in 1970
for "dedica ted efforts to prom ote and im- .
!>rove women 's sports programs at the colege level."
Prof. Bither joined the Colby Faculty as instructor in 1936 after graduation
from Simmons College and the Bowe Boston School of Physical Educa tion ^ later
earning a mas t er 's degree from Columbia
Universi ty.

Ffecteau Mw$leaching
.

-*/'

In response to a recent Stu-A act , requiring that officers of all clubs and organi
zations be elected by their members , Echo
editors presented a pro posed amendment
to their constitution last Monday night ,
y In the past , the Editor-in-Chirt has
been selected by his or her predecessor.
The amendment calls for a nomination b y
the Editor-in-Chief , to be voted bri by the
editorial staff; that is, the persons listed
on the Echo 's masthead as editors.
Editor Mar garet Saunders explained
that the editoral board feels the Editorin-Chief is in the best position to choose
the person most cofhpeterit to succeed
because s/he oversees every aspect of the
paper. She said the compromise proposal
was drawn up in response .to a threat by
Executive Chairperson Scot Lehigh to cut
off Echo funding in a meeting on Saturda y.
Lehigh said he would be willing to accept the compromise if nomina tions were
also taken from other members of the Editorial Board. Several other Stu-A members
backed this suggestion.
Past Echo Editor Dave Linsk y referred to Stu-A's act as "a dangerous precedent. 1
He ar gued that the Student Association , in .
dictatin g procedure to the Echo , is interfering with "Freedom of the Press. "
After a long and emotional argument ,
both sides agreed to continue working on
compromises and the discussion was tabled
until the next meeting.
•In other business , Stu-A voted to make
the first annual grant of $1000 to establish

ithe Robert and Helen Strid er speaking series ;
The rrioney shall be used to sponsor lectures
by "imp ortant contem porary. figures ,'' ac• cordiii £-tp ^e;mc^ohV ^rf ?-M '-r . ' : ' ¦ : ^:M:
rU
•-.
Administrati ve Committee member ' ;';
Chih Chien Hsu reported that the Committee
is how discussing changes to next: year 's col- 7
lege calendar , and asked for Stu-A input.
The spacing of Labor Day and Tha nksgiving
allows for only four class days between
Thanksg iving and finals under the .pr esent ' 7
system. Among the suggestions the Committee is considering are starting classes a week "
later , insertin g a week-long break in October
and making Thanksg iving a week-long holiday
.J oel Cutler , student representative to
the Board of Trustees, reported that the
Trusteerftudent dinner in Roberts was a success. He said a good number of students y
memturned out to meet and talk with Board
¦'
bers.
v— . ',' •
Most of the ski team attended and
discussed the Athletic Departm ent's recent
decision to terminate skiing as a varsity sport
at Colby. As a resuft , Cutler said the Trus- :
tees will hold a special meeting on the Ski

Semor .Momq.ue Fecteau has been
selected by the Fulbri ght Commission to
receive a French Government Teaching
Assistantship in English.
The French major , will teach American literature , civilization and conversational English at the secondary level in
France , starting in O ctober and contin uing thr ough May; 1980.
The Fulbri ght-Hays program sponsors
a variety of research and teachi ng activities
throu ghout the world .
Enrolled in the teacher educatio n pro-

^

gram at Colby, Fecteau has taught from
the elementar y through the secondary lev- ¦
els.
\
- "The assistantshi p is an excellent
opportunity to receive additio nal experience in the teachin gfield ," says Fecteau.
"It will also be unique , because while I
have been preparing to teach in French , I
will be speakin g English to my students in
Fra nce."
A member of Phi Beta Kappa , Fecteau has been a Julius Seelye Bixler Scholar
and a Charles A. Dana Scholar at .Colby.

Mannoc chi To Study Victorian Scholar
by Lynn Quincy

Professor Ph yllis Mannocchi of the
English Depar tment has been awarded a
National End owment for the Humanities
Summer Sti pend to work on a project entitled "A Critical Biography of Vernon Lee."
Lee (1856-193 5).was a novelist aesthetician ,
social critic and a scholar of the late Victorian Era.and the earl y twenti eth century. :,
. • .. While preparing for her Women 's
Studies course , Mannocch i discovered ,the
Colby Library has the largest^ coilectioh of
Lee's personal pape rs , manuscripts and personal libr ary in its special collections. 7
Realizing the potent ial in the material
for a thoroug h study of a very interesti ng 7
woman , Atonri occhi applied for and received
a Colb y MeUon R esearch grant , which enabled her to go through a small part of the

collection. With the Nati onal Endowment ,
-what was ori ginally a semester of part- tithestud y has turn ed into a summer of intensive
research.
-v . Mannocchi will stud y the collection
here at Colby, and then travel to Oxford ,
England where iriore of Lee's papers exist.
After that , Mannocchi would like to tr avel
¦
'
'
. • . '•
Team. "
to Florence. Italy; where Lee spent a" large '
Social Life Chairperson Eric Ertman
part of her life and where she left jiart 01 her '
person al library. Mannocchi will also tr y to seek
said he is planning three events : a two-ba nd
y.
out any of Lee's aquaintances who might
still
dance for Spring Carnival , an afternoon of
;be liviiu».y7' 7y.y ; :-yy ' yy.y^.;y ;- " ;' ;'" ..
frisbee events this Saturday, and a Mick and :
"
Mannocchi hopes to eventually publish
the Malignant
¦ ' on-April . : •
¦ ¦ s concert in the Pub
¦
a
new
critical biography of Vernon Lee; One ,
'"
7
28^. 77 •
" 77has been published previously but Mannocchi
Treasurer Glen Coral said he expects
leels it is incomplete in several ways. Mannocto be between "$1500 and $3000
in the hole
chi intends to include more of Lee 's person al :
<_ ¦ " ¦
at the end of the year. "
papers and riianuscripts in her study. ^.
-Verribri Lee (he-Violrt Paget ).Was a v - . very interesting woman. She was considered ^
by many of her contemporaries to be one
of the most learned individuals of her time.
Involved in renowned literary and artistic
circles , she corresp onded an d exchang ed 7
views with such writers as Bernard Berenso n,
Aldous Huxle y, Henr y J anies, Ssurah Orne
.
by Chih Chien Hsu
J ewet, H.G. Wells and Edity Wharton.
y
delegation recieved a briefing by Mr. Voka5) Yugoslavia strongl y support s the 7
vich of the Yugoslavian Mission to the United Liberation movement in Namibia , Zimbabwe! She published over 50 volumes of pros e
fiction , travel essays, histori cal and cultural
States at its Mission Head quarters. During the (Rhodesia) , and is staunchl y', opposed to ;
works and treatises on Aesthetic s.Lee, an
long interview, we asked as many questions / racial policies of South Africa.
entirel
y self-educated writer , was considered
as we. felt were relevant to Yugoslavia's role
Armed with these basicAt
points , the
eccentric by some. She was a pacifist durin g
at the U.N. and among the Non-Aligned Nathe conferColby delegation proceeded ^
World War II arid wore men 's clothing.
tions. Some of the main points in Yugosla'
ence,
each
delegate
goes
to
his
or
her
own
.--:
.
Mannoc chi said Lee's accomplishments
via's foreign policy were these:
committee meeting and are more or less,"
are
not
only unusual for a woman of today
¦
¦
1) The Middle East - Yugoslavia in 1947 out on their own; At these committee meet- ' ' but unheard of for a wornan of that era.
ings , resolutions are submitted , deba t ed , oftried to push for a federal state , in what was
She said, "unheard of* is perhaps a very
ten ammended , re-debated , and sometimes ^ accurate term , for it is surprising how often
then Palestine, composed of both J ews and
Arabs. That plan was rejected in favor of 7
passed. To get such a resolution passed, there women who play a significant role m his,
the partition plan , which Yugoslavia feels
has to be heavy caucusing and lobbying of the tory are neglected. 7
, :- \ ' ~,
was a mistake and led-to the current problems the other delegates, some arm twisting, and
political bargaining. Slander arid intimidain the area. Yugoslavia feels tha t the Palestion is often used to; coerce, weaker
tinian people should have the right to full
¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦ delegates ,
to fall-in line. p ': ' r ' ' r r- y -" 'f ' ¦ - ' ¦' •:" ;': . V' y :- '
self-determination and that ther Camp DaDespite these obstacles , Colby 's Yugor
vid Accords " fall shor t of ,that goal . .
slav delegation was able to push through six
2) Viet nam/Kampuchea (Cambodia )
resolutions out of the seven it propo sed.
War : Yugoslavia was very diappoin ted at this
(Certain Universities, such as Brown and CalMarjorie Meader Bur ns, Colby #4,' a
conflict because it was between two nonPoly-Tech offered the Mod el U.N. program 7
New
England
newspaper woman and radio .
as a three credit hour course arid as an addaligned nations , and neither tri ed to seek the
died in Boston " ,pri April 5, fol<personality
ed incentive , offered a fourth credi t to any
help of the Non-Aligned Movement to solve
lowing a 'brief iUh^s;:y:.;Vfy:>'-.: . y-;;V' ;: : ^y' :V'' r "'
of t heir delega t es t hat were able t o push 7
the dispute. Mr. Vokovich pointed out that
Widely known as "Marjorie Mills,'*
through a resolution ^) ; 7 7v/ ' ' 7;" p7yy
in the end , it is the major powers that are
nativ e began her care er at
the
Waterville
Besides passing resolu tions , there ;77" •>
the
smaller
at the expense
of
fi ghting it out
then
jbiried the staff;ojt the;;
Sentinal
;
the
¦
¦¦ ¦ ¦ ' ' ¦ ' i - '- '
were ; endless policy speeches that had to
nations. 1 ' ¦;'¦ ~ •' ¦ '
Boston Herald Tr aveler , where she worked :
be drafted and delivered , and deba t es over
as women 's.page editor and wrote a column >
"poin ts of order " and " points of inforrria- -y 7 called .t'Deu :B% ybpdy/'vWith '' Carl DeSiize
3) Ener gy Crisis: Mr Vokovich noted
tha t Yugoslavia had to pay the exact same , t ion. " (These debates often took more time
she hosted 'IWihddw onthe World s i XZ. y ,'
than substantive issues.) Attending a simula prices for Middle East oil as the U.S. and '<;
radio program geared towards women .
tion such as the NMUN makes one realize
considering the fact that Yugoslavia is not
Burns , deemed.fDame Boston " on how complica ted it is to hammer out a deas affluent as the U.S., it hurts them even
her
70th
birthday . received the 1977 Yanmore. Yet , he was quick t o emphasize , Yu- .< „ • < cision that is acceptable to all partie s con- 7 ;
kee
Guild
Award from the Society of Pro-7
'
p
7
p
¦;•
,
'
'
p.
'7 ' \. - . " . " '77p- '
yV . '
goslavia Ml suppor ts the actions rot th e Arab¦ ; CCrned.
fesslonal
Journalis
ts, Sigma Delta Chi.
?
On the evening of Friday, April 13, States because for once /the developing na- ' ';.:;
';Whea.she
r
e
t
ired.4n4966v;th&NeW ' '7''7 .
\
.
^y.^.
1979 , the Colby delegation had dinner with7;
tipns were able to negotiate with the dcyel- ,
's
Engla
nd
Women
Press
Association establishPresident-elec t Cotter (whose African-Ainerioped nation s on the hitter 's terms.
ed
the
Marjorie
Mills
Burn
sAward , given
cah Institute is across the street from the U.N.) yearl y to a woman writer who has contri- 1
The topic of conversation ranged from the
4) Yugoslav iasupports the idea of a
buted to her community. 7 < y y; v.
model 'UN. to J ari-Plan to student/ faculty re- : '. ; yInal975 cpmriien tary
,
y
as
an
pptiori
to
UPI
"World Media Service"
in tKe Celby
y
y,; ^y^yy'y' 5 ;y7'^y7:7;' ; 7777
Alumnus M i#zthciBurns descri bed the
AP , Reutear, etc., all of which: ar c controlled '•:;$ lations at .coib
.
Colby's Yugoslav delegation to the
pf
by,the western powers , The Wbrld Med ia 7;^
'it wasn 't ent irely differ
Mike college yher timerv
^
eremy'Beale;
oft
consisted
NMUN
1979
J
;i
hews
frorri
the
view
'Cblby r *loyelyimiwiur ^df ; y
ei
repor
t
th
would
Service
en
bur
t
ftoit)
^A
^
,Pe ter Fdririan y Kiren GicItaSj Mar r i;
of t he ,Third World. ;' 'x ^
cairu j raderie; highL. -;«tri^iidr ^irts ^ i^^ tocai .j tp. acn-;.;-^^
rr ^ ^ri Donahue
^
cia Gomez; Malissa Haussmari , Ghih Chien .r tr'
; Thb college still sends iout si^ng^y
ieye/y
"
Hsu , Laurel J ohnson; Siie Maekcniie V Luch
contributin g pepp le;wanting, in some wayiiiy
y
}
.Lucy
SueMackenzie
,
J
ohnson
Hsu
,Laiiirel
to make thS virdrld a bett er phic e^ly?/*777
7!.::;v " 'j rr-n ' "'7 7 '7p^>> -v.: " 77 'V : : 7. '¦ -' . <¦ ¦
Mar garet1 Satinders y T^ ,7 ¦y '^ .
Nichols;and
¦
.
• -i..\, "• 'w. ', .-cCv.7'.'. 7v.pp . r:- ;:: 7-".''7.:"7- ,;, .- , ,i: pjk

The Model U.N.:

Caucusing and Compronuses

Durin g the week of April 10-15 , an
eleven member delegation from Colby College, sponsored by the International Relations Club , partici pated in the annual National Mod el United Nations,heId in New
York City.
Regional model U.N.'s are held throug h
out the U.S. each yea r , but the NMUN is by
far the largest such conferenc e. About 1500
stud ents represent 140 colleges and universities from across the countr y. Each school selects an area of the world that they would
like to represen t and are usual ly assigned a
country accordingly. One of the mam aspects of the simulation is to repre sent the
policies of the nation to which one is assigned and not one 's own convictions. The
•Colb y delegation represen ted Yugoslavia
this year.
» uguaiavia is uj ic ui uic must uiuu-

"ential members of the international communi ty because its President , Tito, was
the founder of the "Non-Ali gned Nat ions "
movement ; This group plover 85 nations ,
almost all from the lesser developed areas
of t he world , profess t o be independen t
from the lesser influence of any of t he majo r
Bowers. Because of this fact , the U.S. State
•ept. bulleti n says of Yugoslavia: "I ts influence in inter national affair s is far greater than
its size or population would suggest."
Yugoslavia is often the co-ordin ator of
this bloc of nations , which now constitutes
the largest voting bloc at the U.N. So the
Non-Afigned can easily swing the voting patter n in any direc tion they please if they coin
co-ordina te their efforts. Colby 's Yugoslav
delegation tried „to do lust that.
In prepara t ion for 'the role , the Colby-
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y by Ric Morant
^SLichard Schreurer is the first Colby
student to beJhvited to the New England
Regional Undergraduater Sociology Gonr.
ference; At the coriferehce, Schreurer will
present a dissertation on the relationship
of a person's moral reasoning, political :r
. •
ideology and political activism. 7
: Schreurer's thesis is a product of a
yeaHong independent'study. He has interviewed 52 professbre from Colby and
the University of Maine at Orono in an effort to discover their level of moral teasoning, political stands and degree of poli-; p y "7 7
tical activism.
Previous studies found that political
activists were people who had been rated
at the post-conventional level. Although .
Schreurer did find that some, correlation
between higher moral reasoning and political activism did exist, it was not as much
as previous studies found.

7 7.Schreurer became interested in what v
makes people;ppUticaUy avrare while at .7
'Co^y y^Althpugb I have been-impressed
by the;ievei of ihtelligerice at this school,
I am realty bummed out by.how politically
apathetic most people on campus are:" ¦
Schreurer feels "certain things are
staring us in the face-the Uhited'States
goyefnmeht's support of South Africa, .';,'
die U.S. direct involvementwith assiasiriations of foreign leaders and how the public
has been misled by government and industry in regards to the dangers of-riucleaf
power-yet people at Colby do not seem
-to care. '-Schreurer wanted to make sure
it was clearthat there certainly were exceptiPnistb thisi generalization/ ; pp7 Schreurer feelsthat his1 study was an
attempt to better.understandI one influence, the effect of moral development, on
people's poUtical consciousness. Yet Schreu
reir wanted it clearly understood that "this
study does not necessarily mean that nonpolitical activists are less morally developed
7.;
than political activists.
'Schreurer feels that he has "hit on
something." He is applying for grants next
along
this
year in order to continue studies
¦¦ pp7v.
,-', . ;
'.'
line. " 7!7 7

. For one semester next year, Colby
students will have an' opportunity-to study
with Professor Henry-Veatch from 7Georgetown University. ;
^
Colby Philosophy Professor Francis'1
Parker says Veatch ^insists philpsophy is
applicable arid felevarit-to life today. He
involves people and, vvhile he won't let - 7;.. .
them stay uninvolved, at the same time he
offends no one." Veatch comes to Colby. .
for the'fall serriester as a visiting professor
from Georgetown.where he has taught for
the last six years,-despite
; his "retirement"
¦
two yearSago.y ' ' 77 '7 7 77yy ' .'..' . ,- -. }.7; - : ¦;
Veatch will teach two courses at
Colby during the fall serriester next year;
Introduction to Philosophy arid The Phil- bsbphy of Aristotle. Veatch, who received
his B.A; (1932), M.A. (1933) arid PhD. 7
(1936) from Harvard, taught for 28 years
at Indiana University* One of his many
Afaw .seeks to "use hini
books , Rational
[Aristotle] in ; a modern-effort to set -7 ¦
forth and justify a rational :system of7
ethics."The book is written in non-tech-

nical language and has sold more copies.,
than any other philosophicalwork pub-,
Ushed¦ by the Indiana University Press. 7
,:'• Professor Veatch has alsbjpublished
many books and articles in 'the fields of :
logic, ethics,' metaphysics, and Aristotle's
philosophy. He is a member of many philosophical societies and associationsand ;. '
will be president df the American Catholic Philosophical Association in 1980. This
last appointment was described by Parker
as "extremely unusual for a non-Roman
Catholic." Veatch has also received many
distinguished awards, including the coveted
Aquinas Medal in 1972.
- Parker went on to d«escribe Veatch
as an"energyzing, outgoing person who
is passionately involved with philosophy.
I feel confident that anyone who takes
his courses will enjoy them, althought ,
this is npt to say;.that they_ will be easy., •'-"•
courses;" Parkeirsaid that the 'Aristotle
course carries rib strict prerequisite, '"but'J
an interest in .Aristotle arid one philpsophy
course would be helpful."

Schreurer Read!

by Barb Neal
The second Annual Colby Women's

Challe nge Road Race, held April 22 , was

aptly named. The three mile course is truly
a challenge, but the 115 women who partici pated in the race met the challenge with
amazing success.
The finishing times were all quite
fast, considering the course is mostly uphill. Debbie Glendinning, of V/aterwlle
High Schoo l, completed the course in a
blazing 18.48 with second place finisher
Chris Jackson right on her heels with 18.59.
Third place , with a time of 19.57, was
Natalie Harris. Natalie also captured first
place in the over 25 division, with Eileen.
Hallee and Gail Walker coming in second
and third .with times of 23.19 and 23.24,
respectively.
. Other finishers were Jennifer Glendinriing, fourth , Sara Brusfla^ fifth, Jamie
MacKintosh, Carol Arness, Laura Littlefield , Debbie Pirinette and Caia Clark rounding out the top ten. A special mention
goes to Lillian McMullin who dominated
the over 50 category with a time of 31.26.
While the women noted above turned
in terrific times, it can be said that every
participant "won " the race. This year's
field was larger, faster and more experiencea
that
than last years participants. It appears
¦
women's running is here to stay. . .

Veateh TpQ Teacli Pliilpsiomiy

A Touch of Class
' ¦ " ¦ f::' by TTerry Smith / : :y.y..: 7 /:., :; ».,
.,
Do you think Colby has class? What's
your definition of class? Something with a ,
high quality or something better, than the
normal? Well, I wantto show,you another
definition-;of. class that also; existsjhcre at
refuse to beColby, although, most people
p . p..{;;7'- ' p. '-' .p ^-7 :,: .y .^. - : "' : ; r ~ 'r : : " ~ .:
it.
lieve,
\:' :. Class, as defined , by,Webster, is a.
category Or an order of rank. Everything • 7,'
can be put into a category, even people, I
Here at Colby, in your home! towns, everywhere; people classify other people into
categories; There's no sense in specifying y
the different classes; because everyone has <>
their own1 hibels,pbiit most are ;aU to&fainu-''
iar. I really shouldn't'say everyone, 'dasiii-;:'v
fies cveryorie'else into a categoryj most y'
;
people deny it. They should. Classification''
;j
"
has led to persecution; slavery, poverty,
arid all sorts of nice things like that.
; But just look arpund you, and even ,
inside of yoii^ you can; see ' now; easily we 77
group other, people into strict classes; Why?
Most peoplc adapt their environment;and
its objects into7their:owm way of thinking,
no matterTwhat the dbjcct;really is. Wc7 '
feel that we rieed to fit others into someV '•:
tiling we can understand arid accept'y
yEssentWly,; jmw
meet a 'persibri, hef dt; sheis;iike" sdmeoriey
else; yoU ionce knew; and automatically.' y \
,^ur feelings
'about Kim:6r v herJare7fixed,;;
For; example, 'think bapkto ^ouffirst im-i7 :
pressibns-of'thij people tharare now your ,;
friends.; How correct were your' first •aft ; y

^ £i^ 0^
','-;;^^
yvIs;stere6wpmg^rong;or
;righ^

some or helpfuli11 Dp;you even stop to .^^,
;'think;>about'J t? Probably
;i
npt^^^riipst pepple;. ,

aren't eyeri awiure that their;firstjmpres- 4;' ,;
sions of , people ;dre based dhly on brief,,y£$
glimpses,of a;pmoh's;per86riaUty
body; given the.chance, Mrill show ypumany
¦
many different aspects of'themselves at ;<

different times., It seems unfair, to base a
judgment of , a whole,person, pri ju st a; ' .
fraction;6f; what they; are., 77
77 y.i . /.,..';•' This; is starting to sound like/a sermon
which it definitely shouldn't 1 do. All :it;!y
is trying to dp is to emphasize a point that
too many people gloss over. It is also.not
singling out Colby but rather suggestwig
that to deal with a/ general problem like
this, it ¦is better dealt with on an individual
levels .; ' ;.., .
77
* This essay is not saying that you •
should become iritimateiy involved'with
every person,you meet. That would take
more time and effortTthan; all of; Colby , .- .
has puttogether> it is suggesting'.'.tnat you^ :.'.
at least think before placing a person into
a set category. Some people will absorb y
the traits,you give them if they aren 't ! given,the. chance to truly express them- ¦>
. selv«;7.: i-7 .y^
..,: Look inside yourself. Do you understand all that you are? At this age of confrontations and change, probably not. Now,
look at the people around you; different ' as
we;ali;arc, we are involved;in the same : •
types of changes;Everyone, goes through .
the stages of fife in a different pace.
•".; -Are ybii thinking now? What are ,
the categories you toss people into? Rich,
pOor, jock, snob, etc. are just a few common headings,- It takes a lot of thought. "
arid willpower riot to aiitoriiatically- put ';'
a. person under these headings.7 ' • ^ ¦; >
y* Hopefully^ this has affected a ;few!! ', •
people. Of course, it won't reach tlie ones '' •
who^ rieed it - rnpst; they never realize^ it's ;.,
something ,that involves thiem. But;- maybe
somewhere people will start to think and' , ;
be able to change their oriinibns of theirs
more, readily.^Remember, you have your ,
dtfferent;sides that you face to the world
cveryv(Jay r Would you. want "to.be known
^
as.just a one-sided person to the people
1
cars and ¦
.^^^Hj
.^.
^'X^^^""
taketfmc'totfthink'
about the other :hidden ,
sides'-pfj the peojp le!you tneeuit's for your ;
benefit and probably theirs. !

" "

Beta Kappa his junior year, he was named a
first alternate in this year's Rhodes Scholar
competition, he has been designated a Julius Seelye Bixler Scholar arid a Charles A.
Dana Scholar, as well as winning awards in
Colb y's German and History departments.
Excelling in non-academics also, Pfitzer is a three-year letterman in men's varsity indoor track, sharing the school record
in the one-mile relay. He also sings with the
by Frank Harding
Glee Cliib and Colby Eight and participates
Waterville Big Brother program.
Senior, Gregory M. Pfitzer has been se- . in the Receiving
the Danforth Fellowship was
lected to receive a coveted Danforth Founda- nice, Pfitzer
said,
because "it gives me an option Fellowship for graduate study. Intended portunity to do something
I might not other:
procollege
plan
to
become
for students who
Wise
have
a
chance
to
do
and
it justifies in,
fessors, the Fellowships provide an award for vesting a lot of money (to continue
tuition and fees as well as an annual stipend
studying) because the market for college
for up to four years of graduate work.
professors is pretty tight these days."
Being of a highly competitive nature,
fellowshios
alprocess
for
the
the selection
lows no person to apply directly. Instead,
colleges may nominate one person for every
500 students enrolled. This year, Colby nominated Pfitzer as well as Angela Mickahde and
Eric Rosengreri. All three were chosen from a
field of over 2200 nominees arid designated
as finalists in the competition. Of these 482
finalists, Pfitzer was one of only 100 who were
were granted awards, p p
Pfitzer says he will use the fellowship
to study at the Harvard Graduate School in
department of History of American Civilization , a program similar to Colby's American
Studies major. Upon receiving a doctorate,
he hopes to¦ pursue
a career in college teachr
Crossword on p agethirteen
ing. - - : . » ..¦'¦; .'. . . ¦ ¦.:¦ v ,' ,-.. ¦¦ :¦ ; ' ,
In addition to being chosen for the v j
Danforth Fellowship, Pfitzer has received
}
nuirierous awards at Colby. A consistent
\ H a m li.n ' s
Dean's List student , he was elected Phi
.
S
j

Pfitzer Lands
Fellowship

The Spring Snorts Season is,un>
derway ana we at Joseph's Sporting
Goods.wish the track, lacrosg, baseball, softball. tennis and golf teams ,_
nil a sucessf ul season. For all athletes,
not just varsity.we recommend that .
you me only the finest in sportinis ,
goods and dothing. For saKtv, per-,
tormance, comfort and valueJoseph s
is headquarters for your year round
sporting needs ' Buy where vou eoa-^;
ches buy. We also carry^a fine lino of
casual clothing and fodtwarc. All Golby students receive a 10% discout.
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Editorial Process
Challenged
WASHI N GTON, D.C. - The Supreme
Court ruled last Wednesday that public figures who sue a journalist or news organization for .libel may probe the "editorial process" which led the the allegedly libelous
'
statement. •
Voting 6-3, the justices ruled that reporters and editors are not constitutionally
protected from being forced to explain how
they prepared a challenged report - and may
be asked questions about their "state of
mind" during that preparation.
The decision is a victory for former
Army Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert who is
suing CBS, the network's "60 Minutes"
news program, correspondent Mike Wallace,
producer Barry Lando and the Atlantic
Monthly magazine for a total of $44.7 million. ,
Herbert came into national prominence
in tiie early 1970's .when he charged his superior officers with war crimes and atrocities in South Vietnam.
A Feb. 4, 1973 "60 Minutes" program
called "The Selling of Colonel Herbert " challenged the truth of Herbert's charges. Lando
also wrote an article for the AtlanticMonthly
based on the investigation that led to the television program.
When Berber's lawyers tried to question
Lando during the suit hearings, Lando refused
to answer questions about the editorial process, how he decided what to use and what riot
to use in the telecast.
"Although lawyers representing Herbert
have claimed "the ability of the press to truth-

fully report on events of public interest and
information has never.been at issue in this ,
case," Jack C. Landau, direcwr oft±e_Committee for Freedom of the PreSs said the decision "is a major defeat for the First Amendment because it allows courts to intrude
into the most private thoughts and editorial
discussions
of journalists and news organizations.'1'
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger and
J ustices Byron R. White (who wrote the majority opinion), Harry A. Blackman, William
H. Rehnquist, Lewis F. Powell, Jr., and John
Paul Stevens were in the majority. Justices
Thurgpod Marshall, Potter Stewart and
William J. Brennan Jr. voted with the minority.

Theft And Cheating
On Rise
BE RK ELEY , Calif. - The Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies iri Higher-Education reported last Wednesday that cheat- '
ing, theft , and other forms of dishonesty are
on the rise at American university and college
campuses.
The report also included hi that criticism alleged improprieties by the institutions
themselves, including awarding credits for insufficient academic work and using"iriflated .
and misleading advertising" in the
¦ hunt for
.
students.
The report stated : "With regard to
cheating, 8.8 percent of undergraduates
report that some forms of cheating are necessary to get the grades they want."
That figure, the report pointed out,
is an increase of 1.3. points over the 1969
figure.

"Palestin e
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by Lisa Ober ,;. .;

An intergrated prograiri of chemistry
and philosophy and English will be available tp incoming freshmen next year. This
curriculum which will' accomodate 25 students vvill be taught by Professors Smith , .
^
chemistry.;
Sweney, English; and McAr*
th ur; Pha;6sophy. ;
' The three classes will form a 12 credit per semester core for the students, and
the program will extend through both semesters. The student will fulfill his iab science,
English, and sodaj science requirements with
the completion of this curriculum.
Smith explains that the integration
of the three disciplines will be meaningful
because: "instead of having three courses ;
in which each person goes in a different i;

^f ? mmm^y^ - _ ^^ mmmiim
~^^^ m^^!
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Cbai Fired Plant
Opposed

Lee Marvin Loses
Court Suit

¦

-' .- ' .;7,

in a decision which will serve as-a guideline
in similar cases, reached outside the rigid requirement of contract law to grant Ms. Marvin what he called "aii equitable remedy."- p
The judge clearly ruled, however, that
a contract never existed between the two
parties, adding that Ms. Marvin "enjoyed a
fine home,:traveledthroughput the.world
... acquired whatever clothes; furs and cars
she wished and engaged in a sodal life among
screen and stage luminaries."
"Such services as she has rendered
would appear to have been compensated,"

AUGUSTA , Me. - A proposal for a
coal-fired generating station on Sears Island;
in Penobscot Bay, has at least one official
opponent in the staff of the Public Utilities
Commission, it was revealed last week. .
Central Maine Power Co., the state's
largest electric utility, filed its proposal
for the 568 megawatt plant iri June of 1977.
The PUC's staff, however, plans to argue' .
that CMP's growth projection , used by CMP
as justification of the need for the new plant,
are
too high and that the power company
LOS ANGELES, Calif., - Michelle Marvin, should
buy into nuclear plants in neighborthe unmarried woman who claimed Lee Maring
states
instead of building the plants.
vin owed her $1.8 million for breach of con_
: The PUC staff is one of four parties
tract, was awarded $104,000 last week by a
judge here who said she needed help to rebuild involved in the case and is required to present an opinion independent of the threeher life after a long love affair with the actor.
member commission itself. Other parties
Although the award was far less than
are CMP, the Natural Resources Council
Ms. Marvin had sought, she said she was "exof Maine and the State
Office of Energy Recited to .get something" and viewed it as a
¦
' • ", • .' .' :. :
sources.
victory for women, y.
CMP plans to stick by its own fore- 7
Marvin also saw the ruling as a victory,
casts, a spokesman for the cpmriahy said
though his lawyer called it a draw. . .
when notified of the staff's decision.
Superior Court Judge Arthur Marshall,

Tri-De partmental Pro gram

by Chih Chien Hsu
This coming Monday, April 30 at 7
p.m. in L100, the Colby International Relations Club will present what promises to
be one of the most dynamic and timely
programs. The topicof the program will
be "Palestine or Israel?" We have invited
two outstanding personalities to speak on
the subject. On behalf of the Israeli position will be Gershom Gan, Vice Consul Gen
cral of the Israeli Corisulet iri Boston. Speak
ing on behalf of the Palestinian position
wul be Zehdi Labib Terzi , the Perrrianent
Observer to the United Nations of the. Palestine Liberation Organization. The speakers will answer a limited number of questions from the audience.
Considering the prominence of the
Middle East issue in international affairs
and the volatile situation that exists there,
we urge everyone to attend. But please
note that the seating in Lovejoy 100 is limited.
f

7 The report found that theft and mutilation of library materials at college and
university libraries "is a serious problem at
80 percent of the institutions studied."
In addit on, the report tdokBoth students arid professors to task for "a substantialmisuse of students of public financial aid ...
inflation Of grades hy faculty members ,
competitive awarding of academic credits
by some departments and some institutions
for insufficient and inadequate work."
The report also claimed it is too easy
for students to come by higher grades, pointing
out that "between 1969 and 1976, the proportion of students with A and B grade-point
averages rose from 35 percent to 59 percent,
and the proportion of C or less declined from
25 percent to 13 percent.
' The 86-page report, which is a periodic
activity of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching; was the subject
of discussions in Washington at the annual
meeting of the American Association of
Higher Education.

direction, we will have three courses using
different thought patterns, in the same area ",
:: The new curriculum,will deal with :
subjects of common interest, seen as pol- ¦
lution and energy usage..The underlying
chemical and physicafprinciples will be explained, while the philosophical aspects
shall be examined. Philosophical areas
which could be discussed iricludejthe y
nature of scientific knowledgeand the ethics
of scientific research.
The students will also enlarge their
writing abilities. Sweney said the participants
in the program will be taught to yarite in
various disciplines.' He explained that .differeht'natures df evidence and writing
styles are necessary for the lab, reports,, .
freshrnan themes, arid philosophical essays
which the students will write. ,¦'•'¦
The laboratory segment of the curriculum will also relate to current issues.
Smith is planning'labs that will explain mo-;
dern usage of science such as recycling.
. This program will be the first at Colby taught by three profeMors^Prcyidusly,j ;
tearii taught (two professors) have suceeded.
Sweney and McArthur have given a fresh- ;
man English and philosophy class together j
McArthur and Smith presented a Ian Plan
dealing with science mid philosophy.

Each .professor will'attend all the clas
ses, as they must be aware of what .is.pccuring in the other segments of the program Sweney and McArthur wjU eaih
teach^one other coukc besides the irite- .- .
grated class. Smith, who will need to design
and set up a lab, will teach only the integrated program.
According to Smith, the intergrated
cuniculum willbe primarily for non-science
majors. He claims: "It is not designed to
be a preparatory course for other chem- ¦istry courses." Rather, the program"is preparatory for citizenship; we'll talk about
things that affect the.person in the street."
Scierice students who take the in-:
fegrated program will be given extra work,
readings, and use self-study modules concerning in-depth chemistry. It has been 7.. .
suggested that the Chemistry 141, 142 requirement
be fulfilled in this man-,
¦might
¦
¦
< .¦' - ¦ ', •'¦:¦ ¦ 7' 7p 7 ;. -; -; '' n: ' • ^ "'
ner: - r ~r: ¦
The integrated curriculum is college .
supported , but outside funding will be !
needed if it is to continue much past next
year. Dean Sonya Rose explains:'"the integrated program is costly because alot of
instructor time is spent on a very few students;'' Outside funding is difficult to obtain for this curriculum because the program m'ay;n0t appear cost effeictiveithe p most results received frorii the least amount
of money. Rose, who'was involved v4th
the origin of the iden for this program , 7
feels it is a f'good idea, but costly.!' 7
.
, The professors developing: the' irite-,
grated curriculum arc very optimistic' v
about its success* and will
; finalize,details
during tlie summer.:
:y xrr-,y: .rr:; - •;,77-y r ' r
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Fathe r and
Son Outing
by Bruce Brown
When you're sitting around home some
summer evening with nothing to do, may
I make a' suggestion: take your father to a ',' ¦
baseball game. Thft could turn out to be an
enjoyable and educational experience.
If your father is like mine, however,
maybe you should ask him how long it's
been since his last trip to the ballpark.
Dad and J.went to a baseball game last sunamer. Arizona State was going to: ,:

play some other team in the second half of
a double!header. When we got there, the
first game was still going on. One team was
wearing maroon shirts and white pants; the
other team had on powder puff blue uni- 7 :
forms. Dad pulled me aside arid said, "I .;
thought you said we were going tp. a baseball game?" I said, "This is a .baseball game."
He said; "Then how come the players are
wearing softball uniforms?'' I told him that
all baseball playlerswear^ uriifdrriiis siriiikr : . j
to those: - lit all started with Charley Fiiily
and the Oakland A's." Dad said, "You mean
the Philadelphia A's, don't you?" I said
;
something under my breath ;
Now Dad did
not
like
to
criticize,
..
but
he felt cdmpelled;to point out that "back '
in the good old days," baseball uniforms and
the ability to endure pain were synonymous.

Colby's E di^catiqiipPffic#
;¦ :, .

by Mark Lab don
mvriMc says this requires a lot ot ,
The smallest "department" at Colby,
time arid effort , but the student receives
md the only one offering formalized field
practical teaching experience, references
:xperience, is .the .Office of Education. 7
from the teachers they work with, and makes
•Contacts in the field of education. She adds
Education is not a major here.-The"
that students seem.tp enjoy working,ac«.ively
Education Program, though, allows a stuin the cpnimuriity instead of-p^sisiyely redent to complete his liberal arts education
„
ceiving inforriiatipn'iri the classroom.
school
teaching
.
while earning a secondary
She says' Colby students "show a lot '¦;
certificate. It is an interdisciplinary, program
of sensitivity toward locaVTdds. Most of
involving facuity from the psychology. Engthem do a superb job ." Local teachers aplish and modern foreign language departEreciate their aid, and find theih especially
ments, as well as its one fult-tiine ana one
elpful in working with handicapped childpart-time members.
'
ren
brought into public schools by "mainThe faculty consists of Professor
y;
Harold Jacobson, the Director of the program, streaming," she adds:
Forty to 50 students participate in
and Professor Marilyn Mavrinac, who runs
field experience during the first semester, and
field experience for the program as well as
30 to 40 do so in the second. Mavrinac says
teaching other subjects.
y
this
is about half the number of participants '
complewho
graduates
in
1978
Colby
of four of five years ago, adding this decline
ted the program were all-able to find jobs mv
results from a lack of teaching jobs.
education j according to a survey conducted ",
However, the professors say, as the '¦
in November. Five.ol the 14graduates found
amount of prospective teachers has dimi-' ,
jobs teaching in Maine; one is an administra;
nished, trie job market has improved. Stutor in higher education. '
.
as a profess
J acobson and-Mavrinac feel the strength dents tend to desregard teaching
sion because of relatively low wages, espe- ' ,
of the program is in combining sound preparation in the major with extensive field
cially students majoring in the sciences. .Good
teachers will always be a vital part of any
experience, p \ , 7 ^p.7
society, though, and those who pursue eduThe three-year field experience procation at Colby can look forward;to the.likegram includes teaching in elementary .junior,
and senior high schools. Students assist teach- lihood, if not certainty, of finding ajob as a
teacher, the Education Department believes..ers in Waterville,Winslow or Oakland.

"Uniforms came in only two colbrs - white
and gray - and were made of 100% wooL It
took a real man to put one of them on when,
it was 95 degrees on the playing field: "
The shock of the polyester uniforms
was-minor to Dad compared to some pf the
other changes that time and overzealous man
kind had wrought upon the game of base- ,
baU, however.
Before the game even started, he discovered that a 25 cent hot dog now cost"
75 cents. Arid that umpires are now allowed
to walk onto the field without the stadium
organist playing "Three Blind Mice."
But once the gairie started, Dad's concern over the demise of the game turned to ¦horror.. , - • 7-7. :. '.. - ' • ;; . .. :,r . -' ¦• -.• p-p " "' '
It happened suddenly. A batter hit
the ball - and it went "doink!" 7
Dad turned to me and said, "Did you
hear that?" and I said, "Hear what?" and
he said, "That!" and I said, "What?" and
he said', "That! The bat went 'doink* when .
he hit the ball!?,and I said, "Sure; they always do"and he said, "How come?" and
I said, "Because it's an aluminum bat."
Dad slumped into his seat, wondering
how this indignity had been allowed to
occur. I could tell he pitied the 'pdbr players
'He/wpraed how silly they must feel when
encouraging a teammate to stride to the
plate and '^et some.aluminum_on it."
And the popr sportswriters, who are
now forced into composing such prose as
"...on the hit and run; Spooman took off at
the doink of the bat.",
'
, , Despite.all;this,-Dad will prob ably go
to another baseball game with me this summer. After a while, the changes didn't seem
so bad , in fact, some of them had become
downright pleasant, r ' [ ¦ . .
Dad had ju st spied the batgirls.

Stu-A Course
Evaluations
Comp leted
A student evaluation of 17 mtroducti
ory courses at Colby is now available at.tha
reserve desk
in Miller Libraiy. The courses
are:. . ¦ ¦" ' ' '
Accounting 121-Knight
Art 121-Miller
Biology 121-Staff
Chemistry 141-Machemer
Economics 131-Dooley
Economics 131-<x emery
Economics 131-Hogendorn
English 115-Neinstein
English 115-Star
English 115-Walker '
Geology 141-Koons
Government 211-Mavrinac
History 137-Berschneider
Philosophy 133-Hudson
Psychology 111-Skowbo
Religion 121-Todrank
Sociology 121-Rose •
" . ..
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These evaluations are the result of
the year-long work of the Stu-A commit- .
tee on Course Evaluations. The evaluations
are a compilation ,of responses to a Questionnaire distributed last fall. This work is "
especially valuable with Fall course select- ,
ions coming soon and should be used by
students as an additional source of information on classes.
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Post-Mao China Sympbstuiii
by Kathleen McHugh
As part of Third World Week, the East
The symposium will take place to- '
Asian Lecture.Series is presenting a syiriV1
night at 8 in Lovejoy 215; Following the
posium on Post-Mao China. Speakers, will
presentations, the speakers will hold an
be Prof. Maurice Meisner of the University'
one another
exchange of
¦ views 'with
¦' ' . • and the
of Wisconsin, and Prof. Merle Goldman of
' ¦ ' " ¦¦ ' "
audience. ; '
Boston University.
. : .y
According to; Lee Feigon, head of j
Colby's .East Asian Studies Program, the pur- '
posejof this symposium is to inform students
on the situation m China, and to make
students more aware of the different perspectives on Post-Mad China;
' . Feigon feels Post-Mao China! is a rel- '
cvant topic because of the recent development
in U.S.-China relations. He said there is a
"real problem between China ana the U.S.
because Americans have always!looked af ;
China from their own perspectives." This has
caused;misunderstanding and tension be* tweeri the two countries, Peigon said, adding
he hoped the symposium would "hem dis- 7
sipate that tension .'Vby introducing oif- >
ferent"perspectivespn 'Ghina.,; ¦ %0: '] y:
-. ; Feigori said the speakers will probably ...
"disagree with tha more optimistic views ot ¦'•¦ ¦'«
Post Mao China."' .'¦;', »c y •> ' S;- '¦"• ' M ' ' ' :'
Meisner will speak on "Post Mao ' p ''
Chinat: A Marxist critique that will explore y
"what 's happened to all the revolutionary ¦;
promises.'!Meisner is the author of Mao 's {:<
China; the first comprehensive assessment of 7
the history of ( the;Pcople'8 Republic of Chiah:
7 i'GoldmarI is the author pf '•Literary y
Dissent in CommunistCbina." She
v will speak
on "Huhiari Riffh te in Chlha/'

!;> ' !;;V'

7Bv''iii ' »' ' ¦
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, NED TOPHAM PRESENTS A KENTUCKY FRIED THEATREPRODUCTION
y
X
"^
Ass<viaie Pruluwr LARRY KOS'I'ROFF ••' Executive Pr<xlucvr KlM JORGF.NSKN
Scriunplay by -JHRRY SUCKER , .JAMHS ABRAHAMS, IV^ID ZUCKKR
¦
7^Pr<x|uct?cl bv ROBKRT K WRISS • Difectal bv .)C)HN I^NDI S, ; y
BY L^ITKn,Fli:M DISTRIBUTION COMPANY INC
7 RP.LKASF.
^
¦
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by Brigitte Riquet

Anton Chekhov's play The Seagull
made its appearance this past weekend and¦ .
soared high in the talented hands of the .' . .' "
Performing Arts theatre group.
Although Chekhov called his play,a
comedy in four acts, it is actually a deeply
intense display pf emotions which are thwarted b y circumstance.
The central plot revolves around Konstantin Treplev (Sav Zem billas), who is
struggling to become a well-known writer.
His efforts provoke jealousy and insecurity
in his ageing but beautiful mother, the famous actress Trina Arkadina (Meg Matheson).
Konstantin is also in love with Nina Zaire-.
chny (Becky Rogers), a young idealist who
dreams of acting. The lives of several other
characters are skillfully interwoven throughout the play, adding a fuller dimension of
individual idiosyncrasies.
Sav Zembil as did a fine j ob portraying
Konstantin's emotional idealism. Deeply .
hurt by his mother's cynical attitude towards
his work, combined with his bitterness
stemming from his first love, and the ultimate
despair with life all appeared to spring deeply
from Sav's own consciousness, not contrived for acting purposes. Sav became .
Konstantin .in every scene.; Meg Matheson gavea strong, stunning
. performance as Trina Arkadina. Her striking ;
on-stage presence effectivel y created the
powerful nucleus around which weaker
personalities revolved. .
Becky Rogers was a lovely Nina, who
began the play full of innocent enthusiasm
and wide-eyed vulnerability. By the last act
she had become a disillusioned woman
whose faith in her acting was her only moti-7
va '" on. The last exchange between her and
' I—nstantin was by fair the best scene in the
play. The couple's touching reflections
of the past were performed with enough
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Erie Peterson, DaveFanger, SheilaAnnKeene and Sav Zembillasin "The Seagull.'

M eet The Malignants
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sensitivity to move some audience members
to tears.
Masha was a gloomy girl hopelessly in love with Konstantin, wearing black to
mourn her life. Val Talland portrayed this
unique character with skill and sensitivity-.
The schoolmaster Medvendenko, who loved
Masha, was well played by Peter Aster.
Tim Buffum gave an overall strong
performance as Boris Trigorin, the writer
whose affair with Nina , was the experience
that destroyed her. There were moments
however, when a stronger expression of
detached cynicism would have strengthened
Mr. Buffum's presentation of his lilies rather
than the humor he sometimes instilled in them
Pytor Sdrin^Trina's ageing brother,
was well portrayed by D"ayid ;Fariger. Sen•atiye.pertormancesTwere also given by Eric
Peterson as;,Doctor Porn arid Sheila Ann ¦
Keene as Polina, two middle-aged lovers ,' separated by Polina's husband. Peter Krayer
was excellently cast in this role as the
comically:annoying Shamrayev.
J
The acting was accented by an effective stage set and appropriate, attractive¦ y
COStumes7-.;:: 7 PP-7P. ,77-v7 . . rr . .\ . ,-;. - .
. Chekhov is a controversial writer in
terms of audience response. The themes of "
The Seaguir—^dlisiUusionment;i ldss pf in- 7
ndcence, ahd thwarted love represent^ universal experiences that are realized by ; ; ; 7
everyone who .crossesi thethreshhold of
chddhopdyThe seagull, a bird of freedoin "
and flight is ultimatdy;brought tdj KUth and
destroyed by reality.-The Ck)lby actors and
actriesses ettectively dramatized thisi experience in their presentation of The .Seagull:
Though the conclusion leavesone sad and 7.
depressed, Chekhov provides a glimmer of ;.
hope. Through her determination to be an actress, Nina embodies the potential ¦for '- 7
a more realistic attitude towards life which
the other characters have chosen to reject.

"¦¦A- - ¦¦¦<* A.:- <
7 by Bob Lizzac
Patsy Clme, Patti Smith. My most obvious
I'll never forget the MaligriantV
vocal influence is Bryan Ferry.
first Colby performance in tiespring of
ECHO: Does the band have a sodo'77. Though obviously under-rehearsed
political/sexualidentity? Like TRB's leftand without a strong sense of identity,
ist, homosexual,' anti-racist platform, or:
I knew at Once that these guys were the
*•
PaW-Basher's tightest, anti-homosexual;
next Big Thing. The Punk movement had
p 'y.. ':'" ';vr . . ';:7'7.;.7
:
¦
racist
neo-fadsm?
"
yet
here
was
a
not yet infected America,
MICK: We transcend politics. As for
local band unashamed of its musical debt
draw the line at^)lantSi y
sex,we
to a simpler and punchier past; Granted,
ECHO: What's your favorite color?
at their first performance, the band might
MICK: Black; -7.7 ¦ :.7 ,-p ,77'. , A .:-."
have reached too far back into our musicECHO: What's your favorite song?
al past-rthe world wasn't ready for a Ne\y
MICK: "I Only Want To Be ViitiiA
Wave version of Gregorian Chant. But the
'7 7
Ybu"
by Dusty Springfield.
has
considerably
iri
the
past
band
changed
ECHO:
The
City
Rolleins
did a
Bay
two years and is now preparing to prove
great
cover
Version
that
a
couple
of
of
once again that once the Malignant s are
. . :years .ago.>';.','
under your skiri, there's no cure. 7
MICK: (looking malignant) No, they
I ran into Mick Jackoff, cock-sure
didn 't7. ¦. 7 p 7 '' p- .;' Vi' :.^7;'/:7-y;:,:'-' '.77p.
lead singer and only remaining original
ECHO :Yesi well. . .ahem. What's^
,
member of the band, when he was on the , ...,.yi)ur astTological'sign?.;7.^^'.¦:j'pp77;:7• -7p,p ¦; ¦ ¦
Hill this week, checking out the Colby
' ¦7>7 MICK: ; Cancer^ ; 7-7 -r k A A'A^ ::' .;:
sound system and promoting his Spa date;
^
ECHO:
What ¦are your sexual fantas-i
We talked;.; :7'7 : '. '7
'¦
J; - AA:
¦
¦
¦
:¦
ies?. ,. " , .. ;. ,..i .7. : .:• '-." \r - :.. - i-.rr ; ^y ^;;::r-•
i, '¦- - • •
\
.ECHO :I guess the first question is
1 . MICK: I don; 't need ariyv I get what ¦
obvious-why so long? Where nave youy
I
want. :^ . - ' * ,/7 :::7 :r;77'p -' 77.vy77. -7' .y;:,;:,7'; \ :¦< ¦ .-'
been for the post two years? Ybu seem to
ECHO:With a name like Mick Jack- ¦ ¦
have been avoidirig your Colby audience.,
off , that's not hard to believe.
. .Who are ¦'. '
MICKi Well, uh , we knew from the
J
-;,;
the new MaIigriarits?;: :y 7yv 7^77.:V v v. ; 7 :::-.' ;.yi
start that we were ahead of our time and i
MICK: SlickKlrsfein bh rhythni> 7 \ -i-A
we just waited around .for our time to come
violin and keyboards, Thick as a Brick - 7' •.-, .-,
v y ECHO: How can ybu say/ydu werel:
' 7<
Moltz oh lead guitar, Nick' Mencher on r- A
ahead of your time when all you did
was
¦
pn
iy
bass,
Stick
Noyes
:
driimsi
I
sing7i
::
¦
¦
'
¦
'
'
:;.y
/
:
-y
'
oldies?
\A-: ^ " . '7 • • .:;;7 ;- : •'' -S'
ECHO: How long have Slick; Brick, p
7p
MICK! Good question.;.-' ;.
Nick,
arid,Stick
been witlt you; Mick?. < .
'ECHO: Do vbu take yourself serious- : ^ y'
7r - '-AAAi A-^AAA:^
'
y
MlCKyA;riibrith;,
MICK:
(smiling)
Oh yeah, sure. Of
ly?
'
ECHO:
I
remember
ybu^ debiit welL
y
'
/¦
,
course,
^.y ' . .77 .:.
7 77' '-: " 7
It
wasKquitea.petfb
r^ah^^
ECHO: How seriously?
But-ybu inigl^t have played rlitticlbnger 'y B
;. ..;;' ,MICK|.(fr owning) ;Ir \vbh't answer
"
. ..I mean;, one^ tiiree minute songl7 • y;y y 7
'
that./ECHO How wlouldlypu describe^; ,
;7!%7 M I<3R|(We wbuld'ved pne more but 71
your music? 'Blue^grassyacbustic, Sbuth 'ern ; 'v
we had only been together for ten miriutes ¦
^ , fun k, d isco, prbjressive,';, A ;
rockVjazzrbclt
befprc we per^prmed
. . gpt,
Pvcr ari hpuj i^ f i
heavy riietal a la Aerosmith'or Ted hugerit?
y «¦ >;i^::?^--, :::-'"- ? i' ri ^-vrWe
'
i f ^*, ¦-^. r--T^:i 5/£^>.-;i;f^r^ <• ¦¦
now.
MICK1 N0, none of ,that crap. We'
-.; ECHO: Ypri relied heavily^pn tiievii- '
, s
stick to short songs, three
minutes,
¦¦ three
/
[
'
'
:::
uals,
particularly on your niariiacal dancing; ( 7
'
chords, rib solos. .-7'// '' A A:A : 7> . • 7.;, .:
,j ECHO) And your influence? ' - * ; pi
And 1 remember,you played the cyrribalsyf^iy;
' ; 'vMICK i Mostfy British; mid-Stoies.vv ' ' wkhyom hcad ;A^A:)ArAA(-'i r \A^
A. MICK 1I suffcred a mildi concussion ;;7>
the Mod Sound, the Mersey Beat.' ;.They i;
Whb,iThe,KihksyDave OIark Five;;Elvis C.;l after that performance, so':Itye cut thisi' cymVi'V
Roxy Mus ic,Tlie JamyThe GlfahVSome; :7 v bals bit. I still jump .uroun d^.iflioughiv.^w^
Ipng as ,the:spe^^$$;$^^
Americans."' . .Elvis;i:P,, Velvet: Underground^
' , ,
\ ; . .7 ;' ; ;,>. .; ' ,: ' -7 . rnA^.^ '\Ar x ^-.-: 'Ar: ;A
• ,? Continued oh pagesiffpef ^-r.

•Malignants
six.

Continued front-page
ECHO : What speed is that? ,
MICK : 45 rpm.
ECHO:Where are you going from
_. >
here?
MICK .- To rehearse. "~
ECHO : No" I meant...
„._ MICK : Oh yeah , to the top.
ECHO : Ever ybod y kno ws by now
about your upcoming Spa date , April 28
at 10 p.m. Word has'it that the place will ' " be jamme d. Can the unfortunate who miss
you then see you at any other time? .
MICK : Frat row, Sat.; May 5, 2 pm.
ECHO : Rumor has it tha t people are J
already sleeping at the Spa to make sur e
they get good seats for,ybur Saturda y night
show. Can the Mali gnants possibly live up
to such high expecta tions?
MICK : Yes: <•

Bach s
" ^St. Matthew
Passion9'
- The St. Matthew Pas sion of J .S.
Bach will be performed by the Colby Community Orchestra , Colby Glee Club and
Waterville Communit y Chorus , bri Sunday,I May 6th , at 6:30 pm in Lorim er Chay peL7-y7.p . ¦;•> . - ppp ,.vp :^yyy . ' ; '7 7' ' 77; ;
A
This concert comriietribrates the
the .Passipri' s first per^ 250th inmveKary.of
formance ' on Good Friday, April 15, 1729. 7
The Colb y performance on May 6th will be
the highlight of this semester 's Bach festival. ' • ¦•-- '.¦¦ 7 ' '7' . - : 7'7:"" :7. . - ' 7yy - :,J ' ' } - Soloists for the event will .includ e^ " .:
y Ray DeVbll ,J a distinguished ; liedsiriger
77
yfprm :'N'^v.ybrk '^d:Pavid 'EvitiB vWhb has [
sung the Passion before. They will sing
the parts of the Evangelist and J esus Christ.
There will also be solosits from Colb y and
the sunroimding area. 7
Tickets axe on sale now in the Music
Deptw office frPm 10-12 and 2-4pm MonThurs. Students may pick up their free tickets (one per ID) during these times until April 27th. After this date they must pay the
non-student price of $4.00. No tickets will be
sold at the .dobr. Because pf the lirnited
seating in the .Chapel , anyone purchasing
tick ets must come to the pffice . tb pick therii ••:
r up- no tickets will; beP reserved . ;7 7.1 I
. .

IlM
li

iiSttM ^
Scllliiie

;; Gblb ^Museuhrp t;Art ^^
• y-7y;7 Fac^tyi'ElduWtibriy;;y :'v '-i :A,%;A.: - ir I
7 Paintings by Barbara ^ Kassel / Sculp-;
t urc by"Harrie ttMatth ews ' ; 'AA AAAA ' " ' -A- *¦'
Kp^y.;Aprii ^
• ;7 Exhibition by Sciettedi Senior Majors <
'¦7;: :77Ma y,ll-27 :7:r7 : 7.->7. :yp ;;7y:y' ^;! p:pp '
L
;; Robertt l^
¦
.'; • y : 7;:7- The;Fabric pf ;Pan ta ^^e'atte ;cbs-;7; '
tume design by^EdWrd De;Weerth; frpm7 :
; the collection of Donald Es^p'69*ii77 77 " '
yy. yyApril llirJiirou gh!May 5. y7yy.;7:,yy7 7

Colby Dancers
In Concert

On May 4 and 5 at 8 p.m„ the Colby
Dancers will be in concert in Strid er Theatre in what promises to be one of their most 7
diverse arid technicall y advanced concerts.
Now iri their eigthth season, the:Dancers
will present a wide range of styles themes
arid talents , unsurpassed by any prev ioiis
concert. Under the direction of Christine
Mitchell-Went zel, th e trou pe will present ,
five student chor eograp hed works as well
as two pieces designed by Ms. MitchellWentzel. .
—
.
One of the great strengths of this
year 's sprin g concert is the experience and
talent of the student choreographers ". Three
seniors will be presenting pieces. Nancy
Klumpp, president of th e Colby Dancers , *
will debut an intricate duet utilizing contextual improvisation J n combination with
' theme and variation.
- Mar garet Hanni gari returns to the troupe this spring after a year and a half
of stud y in Boston. Ms. Hannigan will pr esent "On The Way There ." a narrated fair y
tale which she.wrote and choreog rap hed.
Alary Easier , one of the better known choreo grap hers for the troupe , will pre sent
an as of yet unti tled work for five dancers
with duets arid solos.
¦
Sophomore Frank Wirrn usky has designed the only large group piece tor the
Spring Concert; a.dance stud y of social
conventions for twelve dancers. It is a very
clever three part dance showing intereactions
of people.
Freshman Mar garet Yanagihara will
bring her first work "Spring Ram " to the
Spring Concert. It is a solo dan ce perform- _
ed by her and accompanied by. flute music
composed and played by her sister , Elizabeth Yanagihara. _
___
Ms. Mitchell -Wentzell again shows
her expertise and talent with two pieces
of her own. "Broke : Baroque ," a hvdy,
fast moving trio ", and a piece she recently, 'performed for Spectra in Portland- "Chamber Suite: Shakesperean Women. " This
solo piece is accompamed by music composed by Dr. Adele Heinrich of the Colby
Musi c Dept.
May 4 and 5-at 8 p.m. in the Strider
Theatre will be the 'culmination of many

amnetLiMiEutt?''
Spring Carnival Meeting-Th Urs. ,
6 p.m. Roberts Union lobby. Bring

Margaret Yanagihara reh earsing "Spring Rain. "
have ever , attended Colby. It is a performyears of work for the Colby Dancers. The
ance not to be missed. The Colby Dancer 's
final oppprunit y to view the artistic achSpring Concert promises to be a highlight
ievements of some of the most ' accomp- ,
of an exciting Spring Carnival Weekend.
lished danc ers ;arid choreogr ap hers who
Stu-A Films presents : A Man For All
Seasons, Fri. , ApriI27 at 7 & 9:30 p.m. in
L100. Adm. $1.

a friend!

I

Clara M. Southworth Lect ure on Environmental Design: Athena Tacha , art
depar t ment , Oberlin College. Given Auditorium , Thurs., April 26 at 8 p.m.
*

i

Gail Mazur , author of Nlghtf ire , published by David. GodinC j will read from her

• poetr y tonight at 8 pm in the Robinson
Room of the library. 7
\ "A "AOnce a student of Robert Lowell , ;Ms.
Mazur has published poems in The New Republic , The An t ioch Review; md other mag
azinesi She now directs the presti gious read ;
ing program at the Blacksmith liousei , and
teaches poetry writin g at the Adult Education Center in Cambrid ge, Mass.
A A- -'
;
Last
year
she
was
awarded
a
fellow;.
.
¦/ : ,; ¦ y As Opposed ti^yirile ;- works :by;fbur ;:7;y
ship at the Bread Loaf Writer 's conference ; :
- 7Mainewbmen alr
tists (paintings ^
Admission to the reading to free.
various media) 7 ^AA^AjAAA 'A ArA ^rA ' yy ' .y. - ', ;
A:<: ;' ';y iMay: 6 !thrbugh J une$y..7w7 ; y^v.y,i ^;^^l
^
Robertsbunion Photogwph Gal^
r :.•;• -i. ! - - -r.,rr ^ rrr " '
V Lecture : "Pos t-Mao China : A Marx-r .
\ 'Wi ^^vi ! 'i^
;.
y Selectioiis from the Photog rapy Jan ^Plaai
1st Cr itique,'* by Maurice Meisner , prof. of A
' }^A-0 ^AA:r AyA rl history, Univ. of Wiscbrisini Thurs., April 25
y A7 :.>^-Thr pugK ;. May-20y '}. ^
5, :yp:. 'y' y yyy: y y.yy
:at
. 8:p.m ;i L2i
¦ • ^ yy,
¦
•• p....P .* •¦ .' ¦' . : ¦. ¦!¦ ,. . • ¦*¦ !' ,' :- ' L' " ' ' .' .' . . ., . . H. :. ' . . v \ - l . .. • ., ."¦¦ *¦", ?. ¦ ! , ¦
p7p ' ^77s Photo ^^
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:|y.7) ;..yy rAA WAyA '%\ HAA ^ ^--A^
A ;der»/79
ry kr 'AJ Begins.^May 20yy y. ;, yyy lAAAArA '^AAA ?& Bach tickets are going fast!! Students
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Black Studies C ommittee Lecture :
''Literature in the South African Conflict "
by Richard Rive, South African novelist
and author. Fri. , April 27 at 8 p.m. SmithHurd-Robiri s Room , Roberts Union.
Stu-A Films presents: Kentucky
Fried Movie on Saturd ay, April 28 at 7 fit
9:3 0 p.m. in L10O. A hilarious spoof of
television and movies-cameo appearances
by Donald Sutherland * Henry Gibson , Bill
Bisby and George Lazen by.

Pr esident Robert E. L. Strider of
Colb y, whose bari tone and musicianship
have entertained Waterville audiences for
almost two; decades , will pr esent a vocal recital at 12:30pm Prida y, May 4, in Given
;yy
Auditorium.
¦: The prograrh includes Three Scottish
SOngs, (poerns by Robert Burns ), "Simon
Legree^and "My Obiect All Sublime"

Guitarist Er ic Schoenber g playing
rags , old jazz, ji gs and reels , Beat les, blues

and old time country music will appear at
the Performin g Arts Center , 804 Washingt on
Stree t , Bath on Frida y, April 27th at 8pm
Admission $3.00/2.00;

¦
;

Hillar y J ones (flute) and Betsy Sandin
(viola) will giw their senior recital this Fri day, April 27 at 7:30 pm in Given Auditorium. A selection of works from Bach to
Debussy to Hindemith will be performed .
Assisting the soloists will be Gretchen Hall,
Alexandra Gandolf Mrs. Margaret Small, and
Adrian Lo. The recital "is free.
j
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Music Colloquim IVt Compo sitions
on the "B-A-C-IP'Theme by Adel Hein, Fri., April 27
rich , organ. Lorim
¦¦ >er- Chapd
'
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Vesper Concer t: Sun., April 29 at
3 p.m.. The1Art of the Fugue (complete) ,
by Adel Heinrich , organ. Lorimer Chapel.

Exdusive copies of the newly released
hit 45 record from "Nigh tfucl" (featuring
R.P. Higgins, Sand y Par dee, J eff Lowe, Tom
Cain , and Sara Frolio) ate now available on
campus. Call Fro at x 334.

The Boys of Lough , one of t he fines t
Irish folk groups in the world , will re turn t o
the Perfortnuig Arb Center , 804 Washing t on
Street; Bath , oh Sunday, April 29th at 8pm
Admission $5.00/3.00
1
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.Film Direction presents ! That Obscene Object of Dosim Suri. t April 29 in
LIOQ at 7, 8t 9:30 p.m. Adm . $1, Directed
by Luis Buriud; the film is a humo rous
satire ^ich rnaiht airis that the last revolutionary act is to be madly in love- but
NOT to have sex ^vith that object of love.
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1965: Strider as breadwinner- the year of the sum Ford Fo undation Challenge Campaign.

1969; RELS in the classroom-serendiptty

A Man For - M Seasons

1979: President Strider with Senator Edmund Muskie

1964: President and president-t o-be,
1977: "Trick or Treat "

1964: From the ground (s) up, RELS builds Colby,
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.' , , ' I962t/The American Sportsmanm) and f ish (left)

1960i Inaugurated' as- President of Colbv

U.M. O.RalliezTo Win

- The Colby nine improve d their record to 7-5 with victories over Nichols and ;.
Bowdoin. However , th e highlight of the
week was a thrilling 9-7 loss to U.M.O.
The Mules struck cjuickly against
UMO when senior Paul Spillane smashed
his fifth home run of the season with tw o
men on in the bottom of the first inning.
Spillane has been on a tear all season , hitting over .450.
Th«» wrnainiW of the B

The remainder of the Colby runs
were registered in the third inning. Again
the spark was provided by Spillane who
greeted the UMO pitcher with his second
three run homer of the game. After three
innings , Colby was leading M aine 7-3 .
Maine then showed why they are
regarded as a Division I power in New England. They clawed away at the Colby lead
by reaching pitcher Artie Sullivan for single runs in the sixth , seventh and rigth innings.
The Mules played a great game in the
field , turning a couple of doubl e plays 'and
making some spectacular fielding plays. One
of the more outstan ding plays in the iidd
was a hard ground ball that deflected off
Colby third baseman J ay Donnegan right
into the hands of shortstop Bru ce Anadeto .
Anacleto grabbed the ball arid gunned down
the Maine batter at first base.

by Sam Weiser

Despite the final score , Sullivan ; »tch
" ed a good game f or-the Mules. He kept the
Maine hitters guessing at the plat e but a
str ong wind , tnat was blowing out , carrried
- a few fly balls the extr a distance they need
ed to clear the fence.
In the top of the ninth inning, Sulli-van retired the first Maine batter and then
after a single, Maine hit into a force play at second. With two outs and a man on '
first , the next Maine batter hit a double to right center scoring the tying r un. Th e
next man for UMO put the idng on the
cake with a two run homer that just Bard y
cleared the fence in centerfield. p
Colby was unable to^score in the bottom of the ninth and the final score read
9-7 in Maine's favor. ;: .' . ".' • '• •' ." . ¦
The Mules then travelled south for
a doubleheader with Nichols. Colby cap- ^
tued the first game 6-3 but pitching prob- 7
lems hurt the Mules in their 7:3 second 7
7.
game loss.
In the opener , freshman Ed Ludwi g
pitched the Mules to victory with late inning relief help from J ohn Crowley.
Spillane again had a hot day at the"
plate with ^four nits in five trips. Besides
using his bat well, Splillane's. defensive
_play has been strong behind.the plate. -7
In the secbricTgame , Mike Koonce ,

who took the loss for Colb y, and BilTJ ackson, in r elief , could not stop the Nichols attack. Colb y had tied the game in early 7.7
'
going, but Nichols
¦ ¦ came back to stop tne r
' :¦
Mules ,' • ¦ .

Men 's Lacrosse Pl ays
Babson To ugh^Jj ; bm;l-6--9
by Shawn Morns sey

Boosting their record to 3 -0, the Colby
lacrosse team defeated UMO ',8-7. Wedn esday
in overtim e at Oron o. After C olby control- led the lead through out hipst of the game, .
UMO came from behind in the fourth quar ter to tie the game and send it into sudden <
death.
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Two minutes into the overtime period , josh Burns scooped up a loose ball and .
raced downfield to score the gamerwinning .
al , his second of the game. Leading scorer
fo'im
Cross raised his season point total to
twelve , with a goal and four assists.
Despite a bothersome leg injur y, cap-. 7
tain Gary McCarm y contributed to th e offensive attack with three goals, and co-captain "Whizz er " White round ed out th e scor-.
ing with two goals and an assist. : ' :
Saturday, before , a firie crowd , Swell's
Mules were defea t ed by Babson 16-9, in a
gam e which displayed some pf the most exciting , and well-p layed lacross e ever at Colby.
Taking their 3-0 record into the game ,
the Mules were looking for an upset victory
over power ful Babson , ranked eight h among
New England colleges, the first hal f saw the
Mules fall behind 7-5. In the second half , Babson began t o show t heir offensive

stren gth , scorin g nine goals to Colby's thr <»i»
Goali e Bob Pomer py Kad anotrier im- :
pressive day in the nets for Colby, making
twehty saves. J osh Burns led Colby 's attack
with three goals, in cr easing his season total
to 7, and "Whiz zer " White , Whit Symmes,7
Chris Bauer , Ed Rowland , and Henr y Kenned y each had single goals for the Mules.
After yet another exciting hus ride , ;
which proved to be the most enjoyable part
of the day, Colby suffered a disappointing
defeat to the Sheep from Brunswick. In .
combin ation vith mconsist erit play and an
awesome Bowdoin offerise and defense , 7
Colb y was never able to muster a respect able offensive threat.
Bowdoin 's well-tuned offense fired
an amazing seventy shots at the Colb y goal ,
of which 20 found the back of the net.
Colby 's offense , which has been averag ing
ten goals per game , was held to jus t six goals
Once again , J osh Burns topped tne
Colby scoring list with twb goals and an
assist . Individual goals were scored by
^Whizzer " White. Steven Riviere, Gary
McCar thy, and freshm an RichVacher ot.
¦
Next Week : Bob
Motley, up close ,„ . ,- '
¦
¦
'
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Sailors Con clude Spr ing ^eMIdn
Over the past two weekends , the Col- •
by Sailing Team traveled to Boston to compete pn the Charles River on the 14th and
mis past weekend on Mystic Lake , t he home
of the Tufts Sailing dynasty. ;
In Colby's first outing, Ski p Neville 7
and Geoff Emanuel sailed iri the Ne wEngland Intercoll egiate Sailing Association
Singlehanded elimination series ; Ndther
skipper faired well in the thirty »five degree ,
temperatures and dismal rainy conditions ;
However , the effort was well wort h it for v;
both competito rs, y yy. 'A ^ A: " ^.- ' ' :r :- ' - . ' '
ThU past weekend six Colby sailors
A
competed in the Dartmouth Bowl Team;
Racin g Cham pionship at J ufts , Seven 7 7
schoolsjparticipatcd tncludingi Bowdoin ,.
UMO. Tufts ; Dar tmouth , MIT and Mass. : >
Mari time Academy. This competition differs from our . usual rega tt as in that boa t s
are sailed pitting two schools against each other

7 Skippers Geoff Emanuel , Bob J ack-

son , and Charlie Higginson wi th, crews In- ¦

¦;• • .- --

. : .yy -

7 Ludwi g picked up his second victory ;
of the week in Colby's 6-3 triurhp h over
Bowdoin. Ludwi g got the win in relief of
Rick Buchanan who only pitche d 2 and 1/3
innings before leaving the game. 7 7
Sullivan and Spillane led the Mules
offense. Sullivan had a home run and a
single while Spillane contributed a couple
- :; *
of run- producing hits.
One of the unheralded starts of this
year 's team is thirdbasema n J ay Donnegan.
He is hitting above .400 and he has played
steadil y in the field. Coach Wally Covell
refers to Donnegan 'splay this season as
"solid."
r This week is crucial for the Mules.
If the team has any hopes for post-season .
play , wins over Bates and Tufts are a must.
The doublehe ader against Tufts is at home
Saturday at 12 noon.

grid Gjesterby , Suze Connolly, and Betsy
,'
J ohns (respectively) sailed to a fourth place 7:
tie with Bowtloin-witha ?-3 re cord.,
A
' . Dartmouth narrowly defeated Tuftsv and MIT. UMO and Mass. Mari time finished
behind the Colby-Bowdointi e. The conditions
were much more favorable than the previous 7
weekend , with balmy sunshine and modera t e
breezes prevailing . AAA ;^'A A '-: AA A AA-A. ¦ ' . A-: With the spring radrig schedule ribw!
;
completed , the newly elected ©iricers of the
Sailing Club are turni ng their ittehtion to 7 : .
spine needed boat repair and renova tion of V
the Colby owned COC Belgrade Likb iac^
Uify. (Re-elettcdj Pre sident Skip Neville^Vice'7' ¦?
"
: Presiden t/Racing Coor dinator Charlie !Hlg«
'nson , and Seic^Treasurer Fred Madeirb are
Soking forward to a rigorous racin g schedule and a promising sailing senscn next fall.

mvxmtsm
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7_ Paul Spittane
'
checks-ihe sittia ^
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Women s Sof tball Sweeps
U.M.P.I.* 12- 3* 20-2
' by Lynne
7 The Colby Women's Softball team
opened their season at home Saturday by
sweeping a double-header from UMPI 12-3
and 20-2.
In the opener, pitcher Pat Valavanis
held UMPI to.4 hits while Colby's offense
went to work. "Batting stars for Colby were
shortstop Lee Johnson (2 doubles, 1 RBI 's),
designated hitter Moira Manning (1 double,
2 RBI's) and left 'fielder Beth Ellis (2 doubles
2 RBI's).
In the second game Valavanis again «.
allowed only 4 hits as Colby exploded for 20
runs; Johnson continued to hit; going 2 for 5
and knocking in one run. Ellis also showed
consistency at the plate with 2 hits in 3 trips "
to the piate.j Secbnd baseman Sarah Russell's
' went 4 for ¦5 with 2 7'
bat came to life as she
RBIV 7 ; V ;- . -.--- p ., ..y :;, .; '., ,, ;.. ,. v-v- -.,
,.;: 7Other stars for Colby were third base-: „
man Pani Woods who went 2 for 4 at the .- .
plate and scored 4 runs, and right fielder
¦-¦ ,...<.
hitsrp
Barb
Clark
who
had
2
- ¦¦. - ' ¦. Besides;displaying an explosive offense;
the Mules turned in several fine defensive n
plays on the day, among {them werejrea .t
catches by Johnson; Ellis and
¦ right fielder
Jeffia.Beckndiyy77-;.y:. ' ,.-,. ".-pp pp '-AAj ' 7
7 On Monday, Colby hosted Thomas
College and;defeated,,therii.spuridly 20-1.
Valavanispitched a sjparldiri^ onerhitter with ,
the lone hit coming,in the sixth,.inhjog.' She .'.
fanned six batters en route to Her 20th career
¦

¦

Bruen
victory.
-y Catcher Carol Doherty led the hitting
brigade going 5 for 5 with 4 RBI's. Among
her 5 hits were 2 doubles and 2 home runs.
Johnson-continued her hitting with a perfect
3 for 3 day with a double, homerun, and 3
RBl 's. Illis showed her power by hitting a
home run and Valavanishelped her own
cause by knocking one out .also.
Tuesday, the Mules faced their first
real test of the season against a strong UMO
team, coming out on top 3-2. It was a battle between the pitchers as each team was
hdd to 3 hits. ;;
7 UMO took a 1-0 lead in the second, but
Colby evened the score in the fifth on a 7 .7
single by Aririe Hussey that scored Lee Johnr
-¦
. son.;.-.. - 7, ¦';.>;:.•' .:.¦ ' " - -"• .
* :- -b ". - . : •
In the top of the seventh UMO broke
the deadlock wth a home run, howevetp
Colby rallied iri thdr half of the inning. Carol
Doherty led off with a home run to right ;
tying the score at.2-2; Errors put Colby rtuir
ners on first and second; With the UMO third
basemen playing,in, which left third base uncovered, Johnson and Ellis.executed a per-..
feet double steal. Husseythen grounded to
short but thethrow home was too late, giving
giving Colby a thrilling 3-2 victory.
;Colb y 's record now stands at 4-0. They
face another big test on Saihu-day.against a 7.
~ '
strong TJSM squad at Portland.

Netters Romp T#ice
by Gretchen Huebsch

The XJM.O. men's squad greeted Colb
.U.S.M. and U.M.O. put up gallant efon a sunny Saturday afternoon. Again Coacl
forts before,jsiiccumbirig to the powerful
. Taylor paced along the fence arid the day reColby netters. The Mules,rolled by scores of
sulted in ari easy 7-2 victory.- 7 7
9-0 over U.S.M. arid 7-2 against.Orono to
There was one change in the line-up as
'
iiriproye thdr record to 3-2. :;".
, Kaufman replaced a tattered pine at numbei
_ the match against U.S.M. was played
six singles; Cline returned to the court for
on.the Colby courts under windy conditions.
the doubles competition. 7
Coach Dick Taylor paced the hiu during¦¦the
¦ :. . V;¦
Desmond opened play with a 6-3, 6-3
singles matches and was pleased as each A
wctory. Lewis won his match ,6r2 , 7-5 and
player came away with" a. victbry.7 7
y, Bob Desmond got the match going with Daviescaptured a 6-0,6-2 win at number
three. Thomasalso won convincingly 6-3, 6-0
his excellent shot placements^ winning in
Both Davies and Thomas have overall recstraight sets 6-3; 7-6. Matt Lewis quickly deords¦. 6f 14-1.7; y . "7' ;..!:?.:j :77' p .
feated his opponent. 6-4, 6-3. 7y p p r 7
¦;. Concentration was not in freshman
Ed Davies, the thu'dsingle^s.phiyer, arid
number four Mark Thbrrias started slowbut : Tory Weigahd's court; arid he lost a long ,
three setter 4-6, 6-1, 3-6. Kaufman also lost
rallied for rictbties.lDavieswori by a score of
a long match, 6-4, 2-6, 1-6.
1-6, 6-2, 6-3. Thomas overcamea first set 7
- The doubles matches were easy sweeps
loss to post a 1-6, 7-5, 6-3 victory. Tory
Desmond-Lewis added the fourth win to
Weigarid's,6-2, 7-5 win and Rick airie's 7-6;
their flawless record winning 6-3; 6-4. Thom6-2 decision' .kept the coach pacing until victory was assured, .' vyy 77P f; j' ^ r ; : 7:7.;;..
as-David finished their afternoons with a
The doubles play went indoors where 7 64, 6-0 score and Give Kaufman captured
Colby dominated all three contests.The huiri-y the first set tie breaker 5-2 for a 7-6, 6-2
ber one team of Desmond-Lewis continued to 7: final.. ' .
exhibit excellent team play^ winnmg «=3; 7^ -:
7 The Mules sent eight men to Bowdoin
The Thomas-paviw tearii also had ah
' for a J.V. contest; A variety of talent was
present, but Colby eventually lost seven of
easy win' 6-2, 6-3;while^ theImird tearirbf ;
Cline and Jori .Kaufmari ended the day by
- the 12 matches. The five victorious Mules
losing only one game in a 6-1; 6-0 romp.
were Sorta 7-5; 6-2( Peter Van Dyck 6-2,

•

d against
J osh Burns races past Babsondefenders. The Mulesp l a y e well
'~ their ranked opponent but lost 16-9;
"
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by Linda Alter
ettorts got her a goal, but it was called back
The Women's Varsity Lacrosse team
because of a crease violation.
encountered Plymouth State and Bowdoin
Sara Perry, meanwhile, led the defense
this week and came away with .two losses.
with some key interceptibnsahd aggressive
Saturday's game in the beautiful
loose-ball pickups. Then .Ciolby sat hack
countryside pf New Hampshire left Colby - amazed that we were finally winning a game
with-a 15-1 loss. Goalie Sarah Bunnell, aljust in time to watch Bowdoin fire six good
though the scoreboard might not indicate
shots in the cage. The Mules' concentration
it, played an excellent game and was named
had vanished. In the second half Colby's of"Player of the Game." Bunnell stopped 34
of Plyriiouth's.59 shots and actually had.Ply- fense dominated, but they still couldn't
direct their numerous shots accurately enough
mouth's fans cheering for her in the second
half. The rest of Colby's defense played tight- to score. Colby's Hilary Laraba did finally
score a goal in the second half,but Bowdoin ...
er in spurts, but the score speaks for itself.
responded with two goals of their own.
Colby's one goal in the second half by
The Varsity's second out of three
Giriny Lowe was an outstanding under-arm
shot that baffled the two offensive players
home games will be played on the football
coveringher. Offensively, Colby 's limited
practice field this Saturday at 1p'jri. against
number of shots on goal were not helped by
the "problems" in the midfield.
On Thursday, the J.V. Women's
.,. . . ' ^';<Tpesday,.Colby.played ' their-first home
Lacrosse
team opened their season against
game against Bowdoin, clearing up some of
the Brunswick Club losing the first game
their "problems" at midfidd ; The Mules,
were able to outshoot Bowdoin in the second 3-? and winning the second contest, 6^0.
half, although the final score was 8-2. In the
The first game was a period of adfirst 10 minutes Colby played an aggressive
justment for the team because it was
and intense game with Captain Diane Batch- their first time playing together, and for
elder tallying the first goal. Hilary Laraba's
many it was thdr first game ever. The two
goal scorers for Colby were Cathy Smith
6-2; and Torii Dailey 6-4, 5-7, 6-2.
and Betsy Pierce.
In doubles play Van Dyck and Kraig
The second game showed marked
Winters, the number one team for Colby,
improveirient. In the first half, Betsy Pierce
worked well together to breeze to an 8-3 win. fired two goals and Liz Armstrong scored
Andy Goode and Rick Dube squeezed another. In the second half, Cathy Smith
by with an 8-6 win.
scored two goals from in front of the
the Mules were accompanied by Coach cage and Cami Yale also scored.
On Tuesday, the J.V. played the
.Mickey Goulet on their trip to Brunswick as
Bowdoin Polar Bears, losing 2-0.
a favorto the team.
The first half wasscoreless as each
Sunny weather this weekend will allow
team worked the ball, trying to score. The
the Mules to travel to Yale University for
the New England competitions. Colby 's num- second half Bowdoin managed to squeeze
ber one doubles team should advance against two shots by goalie Ava Stone.
The next home J.V. game is this
some of the other schools, and with a good
night's sleep on Thursday the singles players Monday at ¦¦3:30
¦¦ against the Brunswick
Club. '. • • • .•
should also do well in representing Colby.

Ossoff* Leland SetRecbrds
Dan Ossoff sec a NESCAC record in
the 10,000 meters with a time of 31:15 in
the NESCAC meet last weekend. In womens'
competition, Jslancy Ldarid shattered previous records in the shbtpuiand discus. '
> A!f Ossbff , running his finest race of the
year ,' broke tlie Old record by 1:42; Osbff's
time Has qualified him for further invitational competition in;thc New Englands
andI Easterns. ' ' ! "' . . ' . 'v:, ," '- '
John Really placed fourth in the 800.
riieters„witht a time of 1:57.4 setting a Cblp'y '
freshiriari recprd..Doug:Jphrisdn placed, in ,
both the intermediate and bight hurdlesy '/i
setting aipersbrial best of 58;5 in the intermediates. John 'VeiUeux captured fourth ' '
in the pole vault, going 12'6p ,y ,
7^7^In;thc ^omen 's pprttons,of the meet,

Colby 's Leland had everyone gaping as she
destroyed previous records. The old shot
put record was 33!4" which Leland shattered with a toss of 42'6", In discus competition she dearly outdistanced the field
breaking the old record of 101'9" with a *
, It was a truly awesome
throw of 125'8"
performance. ¦ . A^- A:": r r r- ¦: '... . ¦', ,w.. '
... In other women's events., Eleanor
Campbell was second in tlie 800 meters,
Karen Qehrle placed third in the 400 meters and the quarter-mile relay team of Sue
Lindberg, Katie Critchlow, Holly Arvidson
and Oehrle took second.',' ;< 7 ; ;..", !• >
This weekend the teams will be competing in the Maine State Championship
at Bowdoin.
( .

-
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IxtiVLlt f

Strider Day Sat urday , April 28

10:00 Distribution of trees, shovels, garbage
bags, etc. (H.Q, - front of Roberts Union)
Planting, cleanup.
12:00 Picnic lunch cookout behind Roberts
for the whole cairipus.
1:00 Faculty-Student softball
1:30 Tug-of-War (between classes)
? Professional ^ Frisbee Demonstration
Izzy Rex, a '78 graduate will be undergoing a kidney transplant operation.
Cards or letters can be sent to Day Street,
South Dartmouth , Mass.
Seniors: A note to inform you that
every senior must .return his/her mail key or
pay $-15.00in the registration line on May 25
after Baccalaureate rehearsal, (those who do
not comply will not receive grades.) Mail will
be sorted Saturday, May 29.The post office
will have students there to hand out mail to
those individuals with I,i).!sV

m mMj Sj^SfflS^n HMijg pi bcSSI I
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Mystic- Mystic Marinelife Aquarium . -^
and' the rlJifiversity of Cori^icut are^pffer- y
ing a suriiriier course; in Coartal EcdlogyJ
...; The three credit course will include five
days Of intensive study aboard the 71-foot
schooner "Voyager." Preparatory lectures , ~
will be given June 4, 6, 11, 13 and 15 at the "
Aquarium and the University's Southeastern
Corineticut Branch. The boat trip is scheduled
for June 18- 22.7.
.Further information may be obtained
by contacting James Stone at Mystic Marine-"
life Aquarium, Mystic, Conn. 06355.
For Sale: 1967 Dodge Coronet, 4dr;
P/S; No Rust; Clean, dependable car.
Asking $700 or b/0. Call 873-6579
HELP!! ' - ^~ :
Those of you who received "Future Plans
Questionaires"- we desperately need them
paper depreturned. The grade on our term
¦ :,'
'
'
ends on your help.
-.
Pleasedeposit in box across from Stu
A office.
Thank you.

Swot

GET YOUR ACT TOCHER for the
Spring Carm^ Gong Show!!! Free "
Carnival „Trshirts'" 'to.Si entrants J Sign-ups
begiri April 2 in the Struderit:Activities .
¦¦
. A a Would the fellow who lbst atwatch
•¦in stackthree of the library stop by the
reserve desk? Your watch has been found
and you can daim it there.

I arilsejlirig clothes- blouses, corduroys,
sweaters, boots -small^nd medium sizes-come
and haw a look in Woodman353 in the evening.
y The;security oepartrnerit is seeking applicants f prTthe.student marshal program for
the 1979?S6; academic year. There is also a
full-time suriimer position pperi for a student
marshal. Candidates should apply in wr
iting
to the Dean of Students oef ore Mav 11.
Preference will be given to qualified finanaid recipients.
/,,' . '
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;7NEW EAST PUBLICATION wants to provide the opportunity for unknown authors who write meaningful works to be recognized ; to give them a medium with'which
to work. It intends, therfore, to create a monthly forum for poets, playwrights, storytel- i
lets, and all those who feel prompted to
put their thoughts on paper. This-publication
promises to be an important touchstone for ,
new voices and a spokesman for the populThe editors welcome'contributions
from anyone: prose, poetry, plays,
satires, stories, studies, criticisms, reviews,
comments, in addition to drawings and
photographs. Known and unknown talent (
will work together in building a new tradition of New England writing.
NEW EAST PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 333
Oxford; Ct. 06483
Manuscripts , photographs , and drawings
should be sent to the above address and must
be accompanied by a stamped; self-addressed
envelop e. The publishers will assume no res- ¦
p onsibility for unsolicited material and.trust .
that the act of mailing material will imply'
a defi nite assuranc e by the contributor that ,.
the material isoforiginal and does not infring e
~-^on the rights others; A small pay ment r-r
is offered f or the me of unsolicited material-.
' which will be made upon acceptance.

Office77p7-- ' y77.:- 7 :' ''7 i !.; ¦ 7 . 7 . " ' ' ;? '

Seniors: Please signnip in the Book
store for your academic regalia for graduation. A $10.00 deposit. .will .be, required "
to hold it for. ybu. Tive dollars will be "
refunded when it is returned following
graduation. Deadline for signing is April
, 197?.
30
tsa
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WATERVILLE, Me:-Deborah R . y
Prinz, assistant rabbi at Central Synagogue
iri New York City, will be a visiting scholar
May 2-3 at Colby.
-¦ ..; She will speak on "The Importance
of the Land of Israel for Contemporary
Judaism," at 8pm Wed.; May¦ 2,' in Given
¦ AnA-: .
,77
Auditorium.
conduct seminars
will"also
Rabbi
Prinz
:
pertaining to woriien iri <Judaisnv and to Jewish .beliefe«id_practice£rancerriingdeath.

A Red Gross Advanced First Aid Instructor Course will be offered May 6 and .
20 froiri 1:00 pm. - 9:00 p.m. Anyone who
is presently certified as an Advanced First
Aider may take this course to become ari
instructor. Attendance at both sessions is A
required arid will be held in the basement
lecture hall of Seton Hospital. Further information may be obtained from the Waterville Chapter of American Red Cross.

Sunday May 29
11 AM Lorimer Chapel
Morning Worship .Service
Guest Spea ker:
Dr . Geor ge D . Bond
Chaplain cy Candidate
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Dont missit!!
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Every Sunday startin g at 8 p.m.
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Pau l Scpfield, Robert Shaw,

Orson Wells
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Columbia Uhivierslty offers over
350 uhdergraduate , graduate .,. and
professional school courses: y
¦ ',
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Write for bulletin: Summer Session, Columbia University, 102
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Pizza or Sandwhich with Colby I.p. !
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, - HB&kJH 42 Dunn Street Oakland, Maine 04963
NEWEST AND MOST COMPLEtE
SPORTING GOODS STORE IN TEL 465-3921
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colleg iate crossword

C areer WM&M
LAW WO RKSHOP TODAY- for
Junior?;for Seniors who might go to Law
School in a future year; aria for Sophomores
who will be JYA but are planning on Law
School. 3:30 in the Eustis Boara Room
(third floor).

ACROSS
1.Third addendum to a
letter • 7
5 Wrestling maneuvers
10 Ciga rette (slang)
. 14 Met sol o
, 15 Hamburger, garnish

42
45
49
50

51

52
53
54
55
16 Poi sou rce
17 Like grape country 56
57
18 Kind-of soprano
19 "Desire Under the 59

If RESHMEN AND, SOPHOMORES
who missed the Law.Workshop just before
spririg-.ya_.tion are requested to attend on
Tuesday, May 1st at 3-.30 in the Eustis
Board Room(third floor).

ii

•

20 — cit.
21 Moon rover

- "" SUMMER INTERN positions as ResearchAssistants and Complaint Mediators
with die Massachusetts' Attorney General's
Office ) the Public Protection Bureau- Consuriier Protection, Environmental Protection ,
Civil Rights, Public Charities, Antitrust,
Utilities and Insurance. ,
SENIORS- The New York State Civil
Service. Exam for Administrative Positions
in the state government will be on September
15th, 1979. Applications for the exam are
available now.

61

22 College course , for 62
short
63
:¦
24 " '-^— Vegas
64
. 25 Pay , dirt

Piano keys .
. ..; 6 Roger Bannister ,
One of TV pair
for one
Little: Fr.
7 Miss Montgomery ,
Pig
poke
for short
" —— Maria "
8 Egg purchases
Sweetie
9 Tracklaying vehicle
Opposite of post
10 -—- Jeanne
New York subway
11 Bumpkin- •
European beetle
12 Motor part
^
Like Methuselah
13 Filmy cobweb
•
;
Punta del
21 King .influenced by ..
and his
"
Richelieu (2 wds.)
' - 23 West Virginia
"
money
Pirate ¦in "Peter
border (2 wds.)
Pan " < '
30 " _ With Love "
Light b ulb unit
32 Reprimand
Ass ume the
35 Hiawatha , for one
existence of
, 36 Overthrow of a
Aspen transport
decision
Pianist Templeton
37 Well-known French
Musical syllables
. song
Caesar and Luckman 38 Fl uid in a cruet
(2 wds.)

26 -^;—-Wa n Kenobi of 65
''Star Mars ".
66
. 27 Opposite of yen
i67
28 Call '
day
29 Pretty, much
DQWN
31 Adhesive substance
33 River to the Seine 1 Famed- conditioner"

34 Well-known airport

35 More insensitive
' at
38 Union member ,
' times ¦ •
40 Spiral '•
41 Like the Kalahari

SENIORS- E.F. Hutton is looking for .
Accounting Executives: We have a number to
call, and a person to talk to there if you are
¦
mterested.-: 7^ y^pp7pv. . ,7 .;. ,p7 ;,p- " 7^,- ;.„
SENIORS- Outs_n_ng Opportunity!
Morgan Stanley Investment Banking firm
is looking for outstanding seniors as financial analysts..You must have a 3.3, arid extracuicricular- activities. Positions entail major
financial decision-making immediately.:
Great exposure to business and financial
7 y
world of Wall Street.

© Edward Julius ,pl978

2 A .

( deductive)

3 Nipping jaw

4 Old quiz show "
When "

5 Headquarters
p. (2 wds.)

39 "Grease " star
43 Mesmerized

44
46
47
48
58

Posed (2 wds.)
Parallelograms
Kind of gasoline
Finishers
And so on (abbr. )

60 She-bear: Sp.
61 Roads (abbr. )

Solution oh p age three.

Collegiate . CW78-13

GRADUATE SCHOOL FINANCIAL
AID -have you checked the file on available
resources in the Career Planning Office?
SOPHOMORES- this is the perfect
time.to spend a few hours on the computer
with SIGI (Siggy). It is designed to help
you plan your course work and career goals.
Sign up soon!
I SUMMER JOBS IN YOUR FIELD: To
men and wdmeri .iri the;humah services area , 7
education arid recreation. Extensive pre-camp '¦
and in-service training arid high level of responsibility, will provide experience.in child
care, group work and outdoor education in
a primitive setting with urban children. Find
Keep Red Cross
out why we can say that this camp job is
¦;¦. . . . . , read5t T r-i; '
.
different from any other. Write: Trail' Blazer
Camps , 56 West 45th Stiv New:York, NY 10036.
. ' .¦
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Greyhound 's
quick cur e for
the book blues.
¦ ¦
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vThe book blues};It's thoW sleepless' niglits with visions of' ;./, Al¦
' exams,ipop tests and reqaifed."readih'
, g'dahc|ngthrough your: 7 • *¦
;v ; head^.Tneyjust vvon't go away. : 7 ; A: lA* . ' 'A ! ' " "¦ ¦ •
'p
•py^'Bufybi
.cari:v^with GreVhound.JakeoffThis;weekerid,visit .
, your family, se'e your friendsA:,just get out of town and leave the ,
, book blues behind; It doesn't cost much arid It'll do¦ you a world
'• '"
. .. .. . _ ,.- ..¦' ..¦'.: ¦ : p;..p7p
¦y:<^g<^r.^- \ir / A^i / .iA<A: .A :.r
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;get on a\Greyhound
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¦ ySol.if 'you've got;the bookbluei
;
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Humanities:
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Before it's too late.. *

As much as we would like to believe that Colby has no security problems
the facts indicate that this is not the case, the incident that occurred in the fieldhbuse
on Tuesday is shocking in itself .But it is not surprising that it happened , given the 7
; , . ' .7
security measures currentlv in effect in that building. '77
At present, there is no full-timesecurity in the fieldhbiisw and the desk is
not even staffed during the entire time the building Is opeh. For an intruder to enter the
building and cause serious injury is only too real a possibility.
It was fortunate in this instance that there were people in the building to
offer assistance, but nothing says next time anyone will be there.
7
Increased student monitoring of the building is a good idea. Barring^ round- -.'
the-clock security, full time staffing of the desk should be considered imperative. At
least that would guarantee some one would be there to notify security should the need
arise. In addition , a T.V. monitor placed outside the locker room door and relayed to a
screen at the desk would allow fufl surveilance.
The point is, prompt action must be taken. It took the murder of a Colby
woman hitching downtown before a jitney service was established^ Let's aimi for an ounce
¦- p .' 7
of prevention this time, before we need a pound of cure. '

R.E.L.S.-Thank You!

In this, the last serious issue of the ECHO for 1979, it is necessary to take a '
few minutes to describe the contribution one man has made to the past, present, and
future of Colby.
Robert E. Lee Stridor's 19 years at Colby College are a collection of rapid 7
changes in the physical, intellectual atmosphere of the school. The changes in the physical
atmosphere are obvious ; compare the campus today with its condition a few.years after
Colby moved to Mayflower Hill when RELS took over. It is fitting to honor RELS's role
in the physical enhancement of the campus with a day of cleaning up the campus ana
planting trees.
Intellectually, the calibre and enthusiasm of most of the faculty is at a higher
level than it has ever been. There is a great amount of potential for intellectual and spiritual
growth here at Colby, both for the institution as a whole and for the students passing
through it. Much of this potential is due to the efforts and service of RELS.
When president-elect Cotter moves into RELS's old office:ih the fall, he ] -; . .¦ ,.
will be moving into an environment ripe for the types of change which characterized " '" ' '
"the Strider years." The direction of these changes is up to the new president, a changing
faculty, and a new student body. These inheritors of the Colby."family"and its future
have much to work with and much to guide them as they,fulfill the potential that exists
at Colby today: Without the tireless efforts of one man, Robert E. Lee Strider, it is
doubtful they wpuld be so fortunate.

Diie Proeess?

The ECHO thinks Stu-A should take a tip from the majority of governing
bodies vThey are inclined; at least, to look before they leap..With few exceptions, it is ^•
common procedure for such bodies to make an attempt to contact the constituencies
that their actions will affect before they make a move. Because of such an exchange of
viewpoints and information ,pthe possibility ¦that
their actions will have ¦ill
effects is7
...7 -^: ¦¦< ¦ ¦: p - 7 \r: ir .'f . :,
. , ¦-¦.
minimized.
.^. ': 7 :, p, , .. :".vy
^ all- '
Stu-A passed a motion two weeks ago mandating dub-wide elections for
organization officers, The ECHO does riot disagree with the intent ofthe Stu-A in their
concern for more democratic procedures for elections. However, we think that their
decision forcing all clubs to follow a rigid democratic process is not realistic iri every case.
Given the opportunity, the ECHO and any other club affected probably would have put
their best effort towards reaching a coiriprorriise with Stu-A. Instead, all organizations'
were presented with a dictatoriaf/_Yf^ccow/>/i.
The ECHO feelslthis raises £¦crucial question: should Stu-A have complete 7'
jurisdiction over student organizations? As the system now stands, the Executive Board;7
can order constitutional changes at will. This could be a dangerous practice. We believe
the student bod y should
s power to ¦ensure that thirigs don't
¦ to limit 'Stu-A'
¦ ¦ ¦ set guidelines
-y '. ': A ' , '- ' r\A ' '- " - ': "7
get out of hand. ' y ' ¦ p 'v ' p . v . - . .. .
77 7 ;'
Stu-A will be making a lot of decisions in the next year, and the. ECHO hopes
that they take time to find out it those decisions are truly within their power, and in
the best interest of the studen*- body.
¦
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'way of, "educating '), the 7
It is frig htening to see the Ctolhy ad^ : / administration's
, ;y';7:
7:7;7'y7p ' AA'r : 7-: ' »*;• - .- : ¦'.
woirkers?7
.
fact
ministration resort to. distortions of
'
' ;7:
and scare tacticsto win the election on
,-, . -,; " . /bid how can they defend the firing
Union representation,' but it is even more
of
Gbodale for sleeping while on ni ht
'7
rattling to see President Strider and Chair? A¦ securii^i- wheri he was tbe leader,ofgthe;
man ofthe Board of Trustees Robert Ahpro-Union movement, when some unknown >
thony come to the defense of these actions.7A.* Eerson had to call Ansel Grihdall arid Jeff
. . >• • y In their efforts;; Strider and Anthonysy 'y lordon for t^em to coriielup tri^blby at ? 1
may. win the battle of protecting a few ad- ' vy 4:15 a.m. arid "catch" him, and when the ;1 1
ministrators-likc Vice President Pullen and
policy, of giving suspension first,
Personnel Director Nick Kaan-but they 7 written
was
ignored?
's firing certainly - ,y;, :
risk losing the war of rnairitainingthe in- • -' ,wv gave workers"Goodale
thought; about ,.how ' - -':
a
second
tegrity of the college arid the credibility
^
secure
a,pro-Union
personfs
job ,would bef (7,
or the whole administration.
i. . < <\ \ .
(it
was
riot
as
if
no
one
ever
slept
on night 7 y:
7 How can they defend condescending ,v ; 'iim^
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anti-Union letters to;B & G workers that
;
tried to draw simplistic parallels between
Arid how can they defend tbe rcriidv^present labor negotiations at ,UMO and ,, ;, • - ,) ¦:. % . ol of Francis Richards (Goodale's sori-inV ' '
'poteritiardnes at Colby, but riever even 7.V» 7 law and another central prO'Union 'worker)
hint at .the essential fact that UMO is a 7
from . his dutiesbn the B & G .tiruck that de- :i:
state school arid therefore has a significant- •> livers^supplies
to dorrns (which wbiild'have '; ' ,
• ly different set of rules and guidelines for
mariy workere^ wheh tlieyy
let
himtelk
to^
negotiations? ¦¦' \:-:A:pA ' .V \A ) : ) A r- ' AAAA turned around and put him back on theA>, ,
x<
How can they defend letters that ; ' , truck the day of the election!?
'-:A'AAA*
Astated that the Union "could not find time / ! 1 ' - , And therlist
goes bri^The NLRB' hl_; ,-*
-. to represent B & ; G workers .at a National ;• ? ?;'
',' withK"W
Labor Relations1 Board meeting iri Boston^y '? triade its "complaint"iigairist;ciolby
*
ten
or
eleven
aIlegatiohs,
hblda
; iisoii
ahd
will
but never mentioned the fact that the meet -, y
"
hearing.
Even
if
some
of
the
allegations
AAdA
ing was a formality. and that the!Union . 7
are found to be untrue and others are not-b'o6
contacted both Colby and .the l^LRB;be-7 ,
fore the meeting arid arranged, to have all; j w ;),? "illegal/' the question still remains,how '
the papers sent to them for signing? l A ' SAl can strider and Antliony defend the hiajority of the tactics used by the adminis How can they defend the distorted ,
,
picture of collective bargaining presentedv 1 1 tratt6n?'-7; A-A. ':> i-A;AAr ''A- - 'LA' /' :- 'AA' ,^A'Atri.
mitf he anti-Union letters that rdwpropor^j,,, ; » ' ' 'r AA\
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Using jobs, losing benefits, strikes, and long,y that .a sinfulat IdcKibf ehtioi f i o hX i p p W^r
drown-but negotiations, to where they , A\ '¦'''* in the dealingsv of the' Adr
iviriistration: and kvv
seemed an inevitable result of unionizing? "7 •:•:; the college with studeri™,;teacKers,
How, can they defend those letters espec- . .
anyone else^ they^thlnk thWiCari^nipul. !
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To the Editor :
To the Editor:
I would like to say several thiri gs about
Women's Weekend. First , an apology is du e
As many of you may'know , Colby 's
to those people at the Frida y night showing
chaplain , Roland Thorw aldsen , will b e leav;
ing us at the end of this semester. His position
of The Turning Point.-The short which was
as Professor of Eastern Religions and as Chap shown b eforeh and (mad e by Gunv or Nelson
lain wilLbe taken over by one of three men :
who is a feminist dir ector from the West
Dr. Spencer Lavan , who was at Colby last
Coast ), should have been introduced and its
weekend ; Dr. George D. Bond who will visit
content explained so that people could have
the campus the weekend of April 28-30; or
chosen to see it or not. If anyone was ofMr. Willaitri N. Smith who will come to
fended , I sincerel y apologize. But , it is an
Colby the first weekend in May. After
important film, with a very forceful mestouring the campus and the city of Water sage about the way the female-bod y is viewed
in our society, ana I hope that those that _
ville, speaking at the Mor ning Worship Sersaw it cast appreciate its value.
vice on Sunday, meeting with students and
"Secondly, there are many people to
faculty, and pr esenting a paper , one' of these
thank for making the weekend work. The
men will be selected as Chap lain.
musicians and all of the others who offered .
Dr. George D. Bond wul be at Colby
their talent and time for the events which
this weekend and we urge you to become
were held deserve much creditrAnd the orinvolved in his activities in order to meet him
ganizers who helped to schedule and run
and talk with him, and perhaps to provide
things fairl y smoothl y, deserve mention:
feedback to the Search Committee.
Jane , Cindy, Miriam , Jane , Ph yllis, Nancy,
Dr. Bond ' is presentl y ari~Assistant
Sarah , Kati e, Barb , Katie, Kay, Paul , J en and
Professor in the Department of History and
and J ean.
. Literature of Religions at Northwestern
The last thing to be mentioned is that
" University. He received his B.A. from
the Abortion Fund Raffle , which was started
Texas Tech., his B.D. from Southern Methearlier this semester , ended this weekend ,
odist (he was ordained in the Methodist
and the receipts were $114, making the total
Church), and his Ph.D. from Northwestern.
for the fund $250+, which is much healthier
Dr. Bond was a Dean's List undergraduate
than the $2 it began with this year.
stud ent , received the Beary Award and
All in all, if the people that came found the the James Award (for Hebrew and Biblical
the offerings interestin gand of value , then
Studies , respectively) in graduate school,
it was a success.
' a nd was awarded a Fulbng ht-Hays Research Grant which he used to stud y Der?incerd y, .
avada Buddhism hi Sirlanka. He has pubNancy Bodwell
lished many articles and last summer , he
\
' submitt ed a book manuscript for publication. *r
Dr. Bond' s visit to Colby will begin
Fo the Editor:
Sund ay, April 28 at 11 a.m. when he will
As Sprin g Carnival ra pidly approaches
be guest preacher in Lorimer Chapel. At
the student body of Colby begins its annual
noon on Sunday he will eat.lunch with the
antici pation of one of the campus ' premi ere.
stud ent members of the Search Committee
events. To many freshirian this will be a genand then be given a tour of Colby. On
jnely unique experien ce, while on the other
Monda y from 11 a.m. to 11:45 he will be
ha nd , numerous alumni take special note available to students in the Board Room of '
of the date in order to coordinate return tri ps
Eustis and at 12:30 he will give his paper
to the campus.
for all interested faculty and students.
As part of this festive atmosphere , the
Please attend as many of these as
Zeta Psi fraternity ,is planning its traditional
you can; it is your opportuni ty to become
Pie-In-The-Eyc program. We perform this
involved in the selection process.
function every other year during Spring
general
the
Sincerely,
Carnival which contributes to
¦- . Chapel Service Committee
atmosphere of levity which embraces the
campus durin g the weekend. Basically, PicIn-The-E ye is a contract/hit system patterned
To the Editor * ¦
ifter the mob wars of the 1920's. Student s,
Last Friday and Saturday nights Stu-A
facult y, and administrators are invited to 7
Fflrns
showed !The Turning Point " iri-©oh*
;"
take out '"contracts '' on various college
junction
with Women 's Weekend ; There was
lease
!)
for
lersonalitics (whoever theyp
a
short
shown
before the film about exarious set prices. At the designated time
p
loi
t
a
t
ion
of
women
, which many people
wiU
be
depie
md place, a whipped cream
tosited in the face of the contracted person , ^ apparentl y considered obscene , in bad taste,
and exploitative itself. Many people afterhus , constituting the "hit " ; ,;
words have approached me and criticized
staged
Such activities will be
all day
Stu-A Films tor showing it.
Thurs day (5/3), Frida y (5/4), and Saturday
TETs shor t was not selected, or dered ,
'
5 /5) of Spring Carn ival.These .cpntrac ts
or
payed
for by Stu-A Films; We were asked
may bet tefcenout fbrrii pst anytinaeV andii yto
show
short by the Colb y; Womeri 's
the
.;- ':• '< Group,
for any place. Details for sien-up ana of
which
had ordered it } apparen tly rer
pric es will bit furnish ed at a later date ; 7
lying on a catalogue descri ption (which is often
Some minor problems have arisen in
misleading ) of its contents. No one from
the past with the Pie-In- The-E ye program ,
Stu-A Films had seen the short prior to the
nd it is the intent of this letter to prevent
7:00
showing on Frid ay night , or else an
Rcse froih developing again ; Remem ber: JH
announc ement would have been made con- 1);Anyone arid eyetyoiieniay;be ,hit.l
- 1 i.
corning its nat ure , ' :>•
^
^ress accordingl y dining the weekend , so
•
Ther e was an ann ouncement made
s not tojie angered if one of your friends ;
>r stud ents has contracted you for a hit. 77 : 7 before the ?:30 show and again on Saturda y
2) Al!proceeds earned , over and above night. Saturda y afternoon we contacte d of'he costs bi tJ ie-rtiaterials for the liitsj go to ;-y ficers of the W omen 's Group and informed
he Pine Tree Camp for Grippled Childre n; 7 7 them of mesrespbrise tlie short had received;
Je nccvtake adva ntage of th« charice tb have andI they decided to still show the short on
Saturda y night since it had a point to make.
iome fun with your friends , professor s, and
leans , and at the sariie time help the under- ; Stu-A Films is opposed to censorship, yet
we apolog ize to anyone who may have been
'WnlegcdtiAA ^AAA ^AAA^
in conclusion , havea good t ime taking , offended at a Stu-A Films showing. ' . '
>ut contra cts and enjoy thewe ekerid.' Fur ther ;Sincerdyy g A-AM '
'K 7 77 7; . - ,
vAA ^
¦' '
nnoimceinerits . will be posteg; so keep your
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To the Editor :

-

To the Editor :

Laurie Md I would like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank all those who
sponsored us in the Muscular Distrop hy Association dance riiarathori held on Thursday,
the 19. Throug h the generosi ty of many .
friends , both student arid non-student , we
were able to raise $140.00 in a little rnore
than two days to help "Jer ry 's kids/' We
would also like to thank J ohn Veilleux for
the time and effort he put into the dance -athon on behalf of the IFC (and for showing up
up at 7 a.iri. to see if we were still alive!).
Although Laurie and I didn 't win any dance
contests , the twelve hours and sore feet that
went with it were well worth the effort. Once
again, thanks to all!
Sincerely,
Bob Kinney
Laurie Borden
To the Editor:
We would like to express our sincere
¦
gratitude for your pra yers , visits to the ' .
hospital , gifts, cards arid genuine concern
during Kelly's recent illness. They were a
real comfort to us. God bless you. _
Sincerely,
The McGee farnily

These few words are in response to the
commentary: "U.S. - Buying the Peace?" by
Mr. Haluk Gorkhan Nural ( Echo , April 19,
1979.)
Mr. NuraTs comments are obviousl y
slanted and simplistic. His grasp of the middle eastern political situation seems to be
superficial; his recommendations are, at the
very least , devoid of humanity. How wonderful it must be to see the world in term s of
winners and losers!!
Sincer ely,
Guy T. Filosof
Associate Profess or of French

To the Editor:
To all those who donated blood in
my mother 's name: Thank you so very,
very much. I reall y was touched when I
heard how many pints had been given. It
truly is the gift of life, and for that > my
family and I couldn 't possibly th ank you
enough.
With deep appreciation , •
CyntEIi Pigott C79)
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More Than An A
by.Scott Murchie

At Z:uu a.m. on April 16, the Massachusetts drinki ng age rose from 18 to 20.
This was no sur prise to anyone , since much
of the publi c had clamorred for such a
raise , and several states , includin g Maine ,
had already tak en such action. Man y polls
show that this idea of raisin g the drinking
age to 20 or 21 , in those where it had been
lowered to 18, has very broad public sup.
port. ; ' ._ .
., ,¦:- . ;.: Of ten , the reason given to justif y
this type of policy is that when , several
years ago, the age was lowered , liquor be- came more available to high school students.
This supposedly fueled t he rise in teenage
alcoholism , the resulting rises in truanc y and
au tomobile acciden ts caused by drunken
driving, and the general decline in "moral"
values. In theory, raising the drinking age
back to or close to the old level of 21 would .
lar gely remove alcohol from the hi gh schools ,
as fewer of the students and their friends
would be of age to buy liquor. Pro ponents
of the rise claim, in turn , tha t teena ge alcoholism would decline as a result.
"""" Certainly, the rise of teena ge alcoholism
is a matter of concern , but is raising the
drinking age the best solution to the pro blerii ? Now tha t 18 and . 1? year olds are ,
iri many areas , accustomed to drinking
legally, alcohol has become more of a permanen t fixture in the cult ure of young
adults. Raising the^ legal minimum age
would only cause the obtaini ng of alcohol
that has been occurring legally t o occur
illegally. High school students who have
been turning to 18 year old friends to buy
beer for mem will merely find another
way to get it. " , :y 7
'
Possibl y, a better way to fight alcoholisni in teenagers would be to attack the
root causes;;Were there extensively available and affordable activities for young
people other than going out and - getting
wasted ," trie alcobo lism problem might
not develop so severely. One wise move
in fighting alcoh ol abuse Would involve
reforms like the lowering of the price of
tickets to movies arid sports events for
young adul ts; much as nas been done for
children , to place these alternative forms
of recreation more within the reach of
teeriage pocketsi r
More attention paid by parents and
^bro thers and sisters to young people 's free
time would also bcjdesirable. A family trip
to the beach or on a vacation would provide needed diversion; and occupy time
that would otherwise be used to get bored
and then drunk to relieve the boredom ,

ge Problem

The cementing 01 iamuy ues wouia aiso
increase understandin g of the problems of
teenagers and hopefully make a trusted
family member an alternati ve to booze for
comfort. Mayb e the tenden cy of our whole
social system to alienate its members is
more of a cause for r eliance on alcohol for
support than is a lowered drinking age;
maybe this alienation is what we should be
worrying about, rather than legal limits.
• Ther e is also a moral questi on utT
the denial of 18 and 19 year olds of the
right to drink. Th ose of us in tha t group
are expected to bear the responsibilities
of any adult , like voting, holding a jo b or
going to school, and , possibly soon again,
b eing drafted irit o the armed forces. Yet
we are denied the priviledge of legally
having a drink. I am sure that nearl y all
people my age would agre e tha t this system
is unfair , that responsibd itiesand rights go
together , that being expected to act like,
an adult means being treated like one.
Even though most of the pub lic would have
it tha t way, it is wrong to deny the rights
of a few withou t relieving them of the responsibilities inherently connected with
those rights.
How can these disturbin g events be
. fought? By not electing the legislators
that would prom ote such changes. Young
adul ts, as a grou p, unfor tunatel y have a
poor recor tfof going to th e polls to vote.
A legislat or need not worry abou t losing
18 and 19 year old votes when he advocates raising the drink ing age, as many of
tha t group don 't even bother to vote or
What if those
arejiqtjajps tcred to vote.
~
.qjTusIri thata ge group wefc t o pres ent
a"uni t ed fron t on election day in t ha t we
would refuse tp vote for any candidate
who suppor ts raising the drinking age?
And what if all of us showed up to vote
and carry out that threat? It would be
surprisin g if a great many such candidates
would not revise their positions once they
got the message that they might lose so
many vot es by advoca ting a raise that they
could not be elected .
. ::. , " The? next time I cast a ballot , it won 't
be m suppor t of any politician who has
helped to deny me of what I believe to be
my nght 'and privile dge as an adul t. If we're
lucky, enoug h-of our peers will have the
same idea , and a few of those politicians
will be looking for new jobs. Mean while ,
their replacements will be work ing to restore the drinki ng age to where it should be

Top Three Tasks For Cotter

Funding,- D
' irection * -? ahd CurrieuMun
In an informal survey of faculty and
administrators, Colby's financial stability,
"direction," and curriculum -emerged as
areas that should be of primary concern
for president-elect Cotter.
Other topics were also seen as priorities for Cotter; "Communication between all groups at Colby, the school's
relative social and political "isolation" and .what several referred to as a more
"humane "administration were seen as
topics which Cotter might adress as Colby's
18th president next year.
Dean of Faculty Paul Jenson said '
that "in the long run, what Colby needs
is a substantial new source of funding in
order to beat inflation. We will have to
. work very hard to keep up. " Dean of Students Earl Smith agreed, claiming that Cotter's top priority ought to be "financing
the future plans of the college." President
Strider, while seeing "the maintenance and
improvement of the academic .distinction
of Colby "as Cotter's "top concern," pointed out that "financial solvency and the development of Colby 's endowment " were the
next most important areas of concern for
Cotter.
GeologylDepartment Chairman Donaldson Koons feels that the improvement
of the endowment "is important but in many ways this is primarily a trustee function and not a major problem for the president." Strider said, when asked whether
fund-raising was primarily a trustee concern ,
When you are looking for a six or seven
figure gift , you don 't send a trustee, you go
yourself."
Jenson:

"We need fine-tunin g, not
a major over-haul."

Koons went on to say that Cotter's
major concern might be to "bring Colby
to a sharper focus as to its purpose. One of
the things a president does is to embody .
the goals ancTairhs of the college. He serves
as a focus to define the structure of the
school. If a purpose is seen for the college,
many other problems are taken care of and
fundraising might be easier." Dean Smithsaid Cotter's primary concern, beyond that
of "determining the priorities of the next ' ,,.
ten to. 15 years and how to pay for them,"
is "to decide Colby's goals.'' _
Chairman of the English Department".
Douglas Archibald feels that beyond the
school's financial security "the major issue
is the definition of the college; our curriculum, the students we accept , those faculty we hire and prorriote and the special
programs we run. Dean.Jensori said that
the^'overarching concern for Colby is to
have an understanding of where we want
to go and knowing when we've gotten there
ana why. Colby needs to be more deliberate
and analytic of itself. The fundamental objective is clear and we know our goals.- but .
I think we need to get there faster and main
tain it. We need fine-tuning, not a mjaor .
over-haul."
Stridor, when asked if he thought
Colby needed to define its direction and
goals more clearly, said, "The goals have
been stated arid I don 't think they need to
be redefined. Neither, to the best of my
knowlegde, do the trustees. We have our
priortics and 1think they'll stay the same,
although the details may change , I do not
see a need to redefine the objectives of
Colby as they are stated in the catalogue."
In reply to the question of whether he
thought the "goals" of Colby were being
fulfilled, Strider said, "In some students
it is, in some it isn't.. Within reason we are
living up to those goals and there 's good .
evidence from alumni that this is the case."
Archibald; while secirig conservative faculty and student views of the curriculum" as a "strength ," feels that increased "connections witn the Outside world
will make us more adventuresome in the
curriculum we adopt and the faculty arid
Staff we hire and prorriote. The curriculum
needs to be loosened and¦ •made more <?xp- ; •
eriiriental.'' 7 7 i7;.„ ./, .. ' .;- , : '.7.;.p p :<?>,, ;7 ,;
The "structure, of the currlculum y
is considered by Koons to be "a major prob
lem." "We have taken looks at it and back-

by Nick Mencher
ly procedures of interior management, a
ed;off timej ind time again for the last 25
more humane governrhent" are needed at '
years. Times have changed, it's time to _
Colby. Koons feels', Cotter needs to seek "an
look very carefully at what we want to do
equitable and humane way to deal with an
add the educational devices to do it; such
older faculty and'yet preserve opportunities ;
as five versus four courses a serriester, the
for¦ younger members. We need growth in '
distrubtibn requirements and the courses
the faculty, new blood, but the question •
we offer. "
v '7
is one of now to be humane in getting this
Director of Student Activities Pat
new ¦faculty in." . > p
Chasse said the two most important areas
'-. Yalinpala said "The major thing which
for Cotters attention are "streamlining
can
be
improved at Colby is to work for a
and increasing efficiency" and "opening
more democratic decision-making process
up the channels of communication between
involving students, faculty, and adminisand among all groups; workers, administrators. The procedures of decision-making
tration, and so on. Doing this would fosneed to be clearer in order to avoid the
ter a greater sense of community and reproblem of arbitrary decisions." When asked about the effectiveness of committees
kindle the old spirit of a 'Colby family,'
as decision-making bodies, Yalinpala said
"The energy is here now, and the
potential is just incredible ," Chasse added ,
.. The committee's role is so vague that arbwheels
our
inning
are
sp
itrariness
we
now
often occurs. Informality can be
right
"but
harmful in that it cartlead to inconsistenand the situation is frustrating. Now thatcies and arbitrariness. For example, in the
Colby has a good academic reputation, imawarding of tenure, there are no clear-cut
provement of efficiency and communication
cntena^ f promotion and tenure..'*
would represent a .great increase in Colby's
—I_______¦__¦——_¦___ ¦¦————— _—H—___ a__BHMMI
potential."
Strider feels that increased commu
Chasse: "The energy is here now...
nication is always a goal, which is somebut. ...we are spinning our
^ wheels and the situation
times achieved more than others. My impresssion is that communication is pretty
is frustrating."
good around here." Strider added that
after the "maintenance and improvement
Other faculty members also see the
of Colby's academic distinction1' and finsystem as problematic. Archicommittee
concern
third
Cotter's
ancial solvency ,"
b'
a
ld.described
it as "over-complicated"
will be to "maintain thefriendly, co-opand
Koons
said
that "there are;simply too
instiof
the
tone
erative and constructive
many
committees
at Colby."
student
of
in
the
area
specifically
tution,
affairs and the social life on cariipus."
The role of fraternities .at Colby, a
Visiting lecturer in Economics
sense of faculty "collegiality," and the involvemerit of unions and the college were
Cemal Yalinpapa said "Cotter needs to
also mentioned as possible tasks for Cotdiscard the paternalistic attitude now
ter.
shown to students, workers and, to a lesOne professor said, regarding the
ser extent, the faculty."
fraternities at Colby, "This is riot
role
of
. Several faculty members feel Colby's
although it interests me only
a
dead
issue,
represents
an
area
of
concern
"isolation"
that the frats are an antito
the
extent
for Cotter. Archibald said, "Colby needs to
socially reactionary force.
intellectual
and
be less isolated and insular. We need more
let's keep them,
reformed,
If
they
can
be
direct involvement in important social and,
When asked
go."
should
but
if
not
they
political issues." Yalinpala, who graduated
for his opinion on fraternities; Koons said,
from Colby in 1971, said, "Given the phys,fi The fraternities are a real problem. Some
ical and geographical isolation of Colby,
thing has to be done but this is a problem
there is a neeel to 'bring political and social ¦ ¦
that can riot be dealt with independently
issues to campus and to encourage student '- '
of the rest of the college. For exainple,
Suctfan
this;
groups who are involved in
the fraternities provide housing and repimprovement might be helped by increasing
resent a natural human activity ; that of
enrollstudent
the foreigrf and minority
social groups. If they were eliminated, the
ment." .7
same
sort of thing with a different name*
Archibald, while seeing the budget
would emerge in a few years such as the ,
and endowment as a top priority for Cotter,
eating clubs at Princeton. You have to acadded that, "fair arid consistent and order-
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cept the'f act that at a residential college
people gather in groups, and the question
is how best do you adapt it tor the: funic- A
tions arid aims of the college;'*;:
n!
When asked if a greater feeling of
"collegiality'* among the faculty would
be an improvement, Koons said, /'this involves a sense of purpose. If departments
see themselves,as involved in .'a ¦common purpose, there" would be less tension be--:
tween departments.;As it is now, we have
no clearly defined purpose.":Archibald ;
said, ''more faculty collegiality would be
good, and this'-'is' an issue Cotter will have
to pay a lot qf atte;rition 'to." 7 - 7
Dean Jenson, when asked if he
thought a stronger, sense of "purpose": 7
would leadto ajgreaterserise of "Tcolieg-v
iality," said, "The new president will need
to re-evaluate the fundamental objectives
df the school. I-think-the faculty agrees7
fundamentally,although they need to re- ,
evaluate and re-affirm our objectives." -' .>
Several faculty arid administrators
said Colby's labor and union situation is
a priority for the new president. Yalin- ,
pala feels that after working for a "democratic decision-making process," Cotter •
will need to concentrate on making Colby
"more sensitive.to the needs of other - A;
groups at Colby, such as the B & G personnel. This involves discarding the pater
nalistic attitude now shown to w orkers^^
When asked if a-faculty union was a poj |
sibility, Koons said that "teachers' coiif||
siderations and whether-unions can hefpm
them is not a central issue, but it is an^lp|
erational
¦ question which Cotter -may liave
to deal¦.withi'.VOne high level administer??
tor, who asked that his name-not be prinl
ed, said unions and labor relations figUfe^
among the top three areas of concern
;foi7
' .' 77¦' ¦¦;• -7": 'y -rAA
the president-elect.
Koons feels that Cotter 's non-aca|p :
demic background, (he has never held avpf
teaching position) will be an asset rathera
than an obstacle in his presidency. KoorTs;'
said "Cotter brings a fresh^pQJnt of view Vi
and a clean slate to Colby. ThlsTplus his *
apparent ability to, administer effectivel y
and see througn the corifusion to the Central problem, are certainly Helpful, factors.
Cotter is in a position to sit back arid ask)
'what things are we trying to do?' arid because he has no strict academic area, he •
can look at the whole college and ean see
where the most effective means to,this ' 7
goal are;" ' : '- . '
Archibald sees Colby's "strengths"
as being "relative financial stability, a
good physical plant, and a solid, but riot
stunning reputation!; These strengths are
solid; and I hb pe.Cotter will take advantage of them without beirig limited by
'
th em." "'

- :/:'7 7:/'

Archilbald concluded that "the
main problem will be,to build on Colby's
strengths to make iisi' a little more experimental, a little less stuffy than we arenow
a little less content, arid, a little less homogeneous. Cotter needs to remove bur liriiitations without sacrificingbur strengths. "

